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Decadal changes in Pacific climate affect long-term transitions in marine ecosystems 
and influence the statistics of weather including ocean and atmosphere extremes such as strong 
droughts, hurricanes and marine heatwaves. However, the physical mechanisms that generate 
decadal variance and how these dynamics will change under anthropogenic forcing remains 
unknown. This research utilizes statistical and physical modeling to investigate the role of 
extratropical El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) precursors such as Pacific Meridional 
Modes (PMMs) in driving Pacific decadal variability and change.  
  In the first part of this dissertation, we develop an interpretative framework 
for the Pacific decadal variability (PDV) in which the stochastic variability of the North Pacific 
Oscillation (NPO) energizes the decadal-scale sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTa) 
variability in the extratropics through PMM dynamics. The spatial evolution of the North 
PMM (NPMM) dynamics injects decadal variance into the tropics where the SSTa anomalies 
are amplified by the feedback dynamics characteristic of the ENSO system along the equatorial 
plane. After the SSTa are amplified in the tropics, ENSO teleconnections project the decadal-
scale variance onto the climate modes of the extratropics (e.g., Pacific Decadal Oscillation and 
North Pacific Gyre Oscillation). The coupling between extra-tropics/tropics/extra-tropics 
acts as a primary mechanism to redden (e.g. energize the low frequency) the Pacific climate 
spectrum by prolonging the memory of the system to stochastic perturbation from the ENSO 
precursors. 
In the second part of this dissertation, we use the interpretative framework to explore 
how the PDV has changed in the observational record, and how it is expected to change 
according to the Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large Ensemble (LENS) under 
 xiv 
the RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenario. After designing a set of diagnostics to measure the 
interaction dynamics between NPMM and ENSO, we found that the variance of the NPMM 
increases in a warming climate because of an intensification of the thermodynamic coupling 
of the ocean and atmosphere, also known as the wind-evaporations-SST (WES) feedback. 
This feedback is dependent on the mean background state (i.e., warming of SST generates a 
stronger response in evaporation) and modulates the amplitude of the growth of NPMM. 
In the third part of this dissertation, we investigate the relative importance of the 
NPMM and South PMM (SPMM) in ENSO and tropical Pacific decadal variability (TPDV) 
by performing experiments with the CESM model in which the NPMM and SPMM are 
selectively suppressed. We find that both meridional modes energize the tropical variance 
independently on different timescales. The absence of NPMM leads to a significant reduction 
of the tropical interannual variability (~35%), while the absence of the SPMM has no 
appreciable impact on ENSO but significantly reduces the TPDV (~30%). While the relative 
importance of the NPMM and SPMM may be model dependent, the stochastic atmospheric 







El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Tropical Pacific Decadal Variability 
(TPDV) exert a strong influence on modes of Pacific decadal variability (PDV) such as the 
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) [Power et al., 1999; Salinger et al., 2001], the northern and 
southern expressions of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) [Mantua et al., 1997; Y Zhang et 
al., 1997], and the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) [Di Lorenzo et al., 2008]. As oceanic 
and atmospheric teleconnections are able to link them on a wide range of temporal scales, 
these modes of variability may show dependencies [Liu and Alexander, 2007]. For instance, 
studies have shown that Eastern Pacific El Niño events (or Eastern Pacific Warming, EPW) 
impact the PDO through an atmospheric teleconnection to the Aleutian Low [Alexander, 1992; 
Alexander et al., 2002], which in turn drives the PDO [Newman et al., 2011; Schneider and Cornuelle, 
2005; Vimont, 2005]. Similarly, the central Pacific El Niño (or Central Pacific Warming, CPW) 
contributes to the decadal variance of the NPGO through atmospheric teleconnections that 
modulate the NPGO driver—the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO) [Di Lorenzo et al., 2010; 
Furtado et al., 2011]. All these climate modes strongly impact the marine ecosystem, agriculture, 
hurricanes, and other extreme weather events on a global scale, particularly over North 
America and Asia [Chavez et al., 2003; Di Lorenzo et al., 2008; Gershunov and Barnett, 1998; Mantua 
et al., 1997; Roemmich and Mcgowan, 1995]. 
Tropical Pacific climate variability originates locally [e.g., Chowdary et al., 2012; Wang 
and Mehta, 2008] and through its connections with subtropical and extratropical Pacific climate 
variability mostly from the North Pacific [e.g., Anderson, 2003; Barnett et al., 1999; Deser et al., 
2004; Vimont et al., 2001; Vimont et al., 2003]. Locally generated tropical Pacific variability is 
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mostly associated with stochastic atmospheric forcing and feedback mechanisms acting along 
the equatorial plane and associated with the ENSO system (e.g., zonal modes dynamics). For 
instance, the westerly wind burst and the Madden-Julian oscillation can generate perturbations 
that are amplified by zonal modes dynamics and lead to mature expressions of El Nino.  
Recent studies have revealed how subtropical and extratropical stochastic atmospheric forcing 
can generate a large-fraction of tropical Pacific variability through positive feedback associated 
with thermodynamic coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere.  More specifically, 
thermodynamically-controlled transient growing modes excited by stochastic forcing 
propagate towards the equator, where they can interact with ENSO. Therefore, they are often 
referred to as “meridional modes” [Chiang and Vimont, 2004; Servain et al., 1999]. This set of 
dynamics, initiated by stochastic atmospheric variability, has been principally used to 
investigate interannual variability, but it is still unclear to what extent these mechanisms explain 
decadal variability. 
 
1.1   Stochastic Atmospheric Forcing and ENSO Precursors 
Several studies have documented precursor dynamics in the ocean and atmosphere 
that lead to an El Niño event. Historically, ENSO precursors were first associated with 
dynamics acting along the equatorial plane, but more recently, studies have shown that extra-
tropical dynamics can also lead to mature expressions of El Niño. On the equator, ENSO 
precursors include westerly wind bursts (WWBs) [Fedorov, 2002; Kessler and Kleeman, 2000; 
McPhaden, 1999; McPhaden and Yu, 1999; Moore and Kleeman, 1996; 1997a; b], and in the extra-
tropics, they are associated with extra-tropical wind forcing (ETWF), which acts via the 
“seasonal footprinting mechanism” (SFM) [Vimont et al., 2001; Vimont et al., 2003] and the 
“trade wind charging” (TWC) mechanism [Anderson, 2003; Anderson et al., 2013a]. Although 
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these mechanisms differ markedly, both WWB and ETWF precursor dynamics originate in 
stochastic atmospheric variability.      
As named by Luther et al. [1983], WWBs are short-lived episodes of strong westerly 
winds observed in the equatorial Pacific near the Dateline that occur as a result of local 
intraseasonal atmospheric variability. During WWB episodes, the resulting strong westerly 
wind stress over the western equatorial Pacific Ocean, may excite oceanic Kelvin waves that 
propagate zonally across the equatorial Pacific, deepening the thermocline, reducing upwelling, 
and initiating Bjerknes feedback. Despite this well-defined ENSO precursor mechanism, 
finding observational evidence may often be challenging, thus modeling studies are often 
preferred. Several numerical studies have shown that a WWB event can lead, depending on 
the ocean state, to both EPW and CPW flavors. In particular, in some modeling experiments, 
when the subsurface heat content is higher than normal (i.e., the system is recharged), a WWB 
event would likely produce an EPW event [Lengaigne et al., 2004], and when the subsurface heat 
content is in a neutral condition, a WWB would likely produce a CPW event [Fedorov et al., 
2014].         
The stochastic variability of ETWF can also excite the ENSO system. In particular, 
several studies have connected the variability of the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO, defined 
as the second mode of SLP variability in the North Pacific) with the extra-tropical SST 
anomaly precursor patterns of ENSO. The NPO pattern represents a dipole structure with 
anomalies of opposite signs located around the two centers of action, the Gulf of Alaska, and 
the region to the Northeast of Hawaii (Figure 1.1). During the negative phase of the winter 
NPO index, the negative SLP anomaly at the southern pole induces anomalous westerly winds 
to the south of this pole, which oppose the predominant easterly wind, resulting in a reduction 
in the wind speed, and thus in evaporation. These conditions induce a warming effect on the 
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underlying ocean, resulting in positive SST anomalies during the spring and the summer, when 
it subsequently influences ocean-atmosphere coupling over the tropical Pacific [Alexander et 
al., 2010; Vimont et al., 2001]. This mechanism, which takes place on a seasonal basis, is called 
the seasonal footprinting mechanism (SFM; see Figure 1.1a).  
Although most studies connecting NPO-generated ETWF and ENSO variability rely 
on air-sea interactions among SST, evaporation, and wind speed, observational and numerical 
results suggest that the NPO-generated ETWF also influences subsurface temperature 
anomalies across the equatorial and off-equatorial Pacific [Anderson, 2004; Anderson and 
Maloney, 2006].  In fact, the weakening of the trade wind south of the NPO southern pole 
results in not only a warming effect for the underlying ocean but also a negative wind-stress 
curl. The latter, as expected from the Sverdrup balance theory, induces a southward meridional 
mass transport that in turn depresses the thermocline and increases the heat content of the 
tropical Pacific, which is known to promote the onset of El Niño [Anderson et al., 2013b]. This 
wind-induced charging (TWC) mechanism (Figure 1.1b) when initiated during a positive 
(negative) NPO phase produces positive (negative) anomaly of the subsurface heat content 
across the equatorial and off-equatorial Pacific. This condition of positive anomaly of the 
subsurface heat content is often referred to as a “recharged condition”.  
A simple statistical analysis based on observed anomalies in the sea-level pressure 
(SLP) and SST confirms the key role of NPO variability as a precursor of both EPW and CPW 
events (refer to Section 2.1). Lag-correlation maps of EPW and CPW indices with SST and 
SLP anomalies reveal NPO-like patterns preceding the mature phase of both El Niño flavors 
by about one year. The selection of the type of ENSO response likely depends on the state of 
the tropical ocean (charged vs. discharged) [Alexander et al., 2010; Anderson, 2007], as in the 




Figure 1.1. Schematic diagrams of the seasonal footprinting mechanism (SFM), the wind-
evaporation-SST (WES) feedback, and the trade-wind charging (TWC) mechanism. (a) SFM: 
NPO stochastic variability during the winter (December/January/February, DJF) generates 
negative wind speed anomalies (WNDa) to the south of the Hawaiian Islands (blue arrows). 
The associated reduction in sea surface latent heat flux (LHF) loss leads to positive SST 
anomalies (light-red patch) later in the spring (March/April/May, MAM). (b) WES: An initial 
subtropical positive SST anomaly (e.g., the one propagated by SFM; light-red patch) induces 
a low-pressure anomaly trough (LP) and southwest wind anomalies, respectively, to the west 
and to the southwest of the warm SSTa. The wind anomalies oppose the persistent trade winds 
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and reduce LHF loss from the ocean, which results in a positive SSTa (red patch). (c) TWC: 
NPO variability can generate a negative wind stress curl which induces a southward meridional 
mass transport (Sverdrup balance theory) that in turn depresses the thermocline and increases 
the heat content from 0 to 300 meters (T(0-300)) of the tropical Pacific (i.e., a charged 
condition).  
 
1.2   Meridional Modes and Extratropical Forcing of ENSO 
The tropical Atlantic has a well-documented meridional mode of inter-annual-decadal 
atmosphere-ocean variability known as the Atlantic Meridional Mode [AMM; Chang et al., 1997; 
Nobre and Shukla, 1996]. This mode is characterized by variations in the meridional SST 
gradient, which drives surface winds that flow towards the warmer hemisphere, generally 
affecting the climate variability of this region and more specifically, the location of the ITCZ.  
Although less evident in the observations, a similar ocean-atmosphere coupled mode has been 
identified in the Pacific in both North and South Hemispheres and are known as the North 
Pacific Meridional Mode (NPMM) [Chang et al., 2007; Chiang and Vimont, 2004] and the South 
Pacific Meridional Mode (SPMM) [Zhang et al., 2014]. Both modes are connected to the ETWF 
mechanism, which also takes place along the meridional plane and plays a central role in 
connecting extratropical and tropical variability. In NPMM dynamics, the extratropical 
meridional gradient in SSTa, forced initially by a reduction in trade winds associated with 
NPO-type atmospheric variability, exerts positive feedback that further weakens the wind and 
strengthens the existing SSTa gradient. A similar mechanism is active in the southern 
hemisphere where the recently defined South Pacific Oscillation appears to be the optimal 
precursor of the SPMM [You and Furtado, 2017]. The feedback, which involves the impact of 
wind speed on anomalous evaporation, is also referred to as “wind evaporation–SST” (WES; 
Figure 1.1c) feedback [S P Xie, 1999]. In the North (South) Hemisphere this positive 
thermodynamic feedback supports a south-westward (north-westward) co-evolution of the 
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oceanic SSTa and winds that ultimately make it to the tropics, where they have the ability to 
favor ENSO anomalies through a weakening of the Walker cell associated with the positive 
SSTa.  
The imprint of meridional mode dynamics is evident in the SSTa and SLPa patterns, 
which have been isolated as the precursors of EPW events with a lead of six to twelve months. 
However, recent studies also show that meridional mode dynamics energize CPW events) [Kim 
et al., 2012; Yu and Kim, 2011]. These findings suggest that extra-tropical stochastic forcing 
(e.g., NPO) can energize inter-annual variance in the tropical Pacific through meridional mode 
dynamics. Thus, the dynamics of the meridional mode are consistent with a red noise process 
(e.g., stochastic atmospheric forcing driving low-frequency variance in the ocean) without any 
preferential time scales, implying that meridional mode dynamics can also energize the decadal 
energy of the tropical Pacific. Moreover, components of NPMM ocean/atmosphere coupling 
individually and together exhibit important quasi-decadal variability. The characteristic SST 
pattern resembles both the NPGO [Di Lorenzo et al., 2008] and the CPW pattern [e.g., Ashok 
et al., 2007]. Furthermore, Furtado et al. [2012] demonstrated that the southern pole of the 
NPO (i.e., the center of action near Hawaii) exhibits strong low-frequency (i.e., 7-15 years) 
feedback with central tropical Pacific SSTs. In addition, the corresponding Atlantic meridional 
mode, which shares a number of similarities with the NPMM [Chiang and Vimont, 2004], is 







1.3   Scientific Questions 
From all evidence and suggestions supporting the potential key role of meridional 
mode dynamics in tropical Pacific decadal variability, several fundamental questions have 
arisen:  
(1) What is the role of the NPMM in PDV?  
(2) Does NPMM interact with the low-frequency modes of PDV, such as IPO, 
NPGO, and PDO?  
(3) How is the NPMM sensitive to different mean states, such as a warmer planet 
resulting from anthropogenic forcing? 
(4) What are the impacts of NPMM and SPMM in the statistics of the tropical Pacific 
variability from interannual to decadal timescale? 
 
Questions (1) and (2) are addressed in Chapter II [Di Lorenzo, Liguori et al., 2015], 
question (3) is address in Chapter III [Liguori and Di Lorenzo, 2018], and question (4) in Chapter 
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Abstract 
Pacific low-frequency variability (timescale > 8 years) exhibits a well-known El Niño-
like pattern of basin-scale sea surface temperature, which is found in all the major modes of 
Pacific decadal climate. Using a set of climate model experiments and observations, we 
decompose the mechanisms contributing to the growth, peak, and decay of the Pacific low-
frequency spatial variance. We find that the El Niño-like interdecadal pattern is established 
through the combined actions of Pacific meridional modes (MM) and the El Niño–Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO). Specifically, in the growth phase of the pattern, subtropical stochastic 
excitation of the MM energizes the tropical low-frequency variance acting as a red noise 
process. Once in the tropics, this low-frequency variance is amplified by ocean-atmospheric 
feedbacks as the pattern reaches its peak phase. At the same time, atmospheric teleconnections 
distribute the variance from the tropics to the extratropics, where the pattern ultimately decays. 
In this stochastic red noise model of Pacific climate, the timescale of the extra-tropical/tropical 
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interactions (1–2 years) permits the stochastic excitation of the ENSO-like pattern of decadal 
and interdecadal variance. 
 
2.1   Introduction 
The observed decadal climate of the Pacific has been characterized in terms of 
statistical patterns of low-frequency oceanic variability, like the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation 
[Trenberth and Hurrell, 1994; Power et al., 1999; Deser et al., 2004], the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 
[Mantua et al., 1997], and more recently the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation [Di Lorenzo et al., 
2008]. Although these patterns track large-scale dynamics of the coupled ocean-atmosphere 
system and are useful for assessing the state of Pacific climate, the dynamics underlying the 
origin of the decadal and interdecadal Pacific variance are still debated. In the low-frequency 
limit (timescales > 8 years), these modes are all characterized by a spatially broad ENSO-like 
pattern [Zhang et al., 1997] (Figures 2.1a–2.1d), which is derived by computing the first 
empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the 8-year low-pass sea surface temperature anomalies 
(SSTa) over the Pacific Ocean basin (45°S–65°N) (Figure 2.1a). The emergence of this ENSO-
like pattern, and its spatial symmetry from the equator, suggests that an important fraction of 
this low-frequency variance originates from tropical Pacific dynamics linked to the ENSO 
system. 
The influence of ENSO on the modes of Pacific decadal variability is well documented 
by previous studies showing how atmospheric and ocean teleconnections forced by ENSO, 
and its different eastern and central Pacific expressions, imprint a signal in the extratropics on 
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) [Alexander 
et al., 2002; Vimont, 2005; Di Lorenzo et al., 2010; Furtado et al., 2012]. However, despite the 
many theories proposed to explain the tropical interannual variability of ENSO [Jin, 1997; 
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Neelin et al., 1998, and others], few observationally constrained theories exist to explain the 
sources of tropical decadal variance itself [Dommenget and Latif, 2008; Clement et al., 2011]. We 
hypothesize that the observed ENSO-like pattern of decadal variability arises from the 
combined action of ENSO and the Pacific meridional mode [Chiang and Vimont, 2004]. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.2 ENSO-like pattern of Pacific low-frequency variability. Correlation maps 
between monthly NOAA ERSST.v3 SSTa and (a) Pacific decadal variability (PDV) index 
defined as the PC1 of 8 year low-pass SSTa over Pacific basin (45°S–65°N), (b) 8 year low-
pass Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index, (c) 8 year low-pass negative North Pacific Gyre 
Oscillation (NPGO) index, and (d) Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) index. Regression 
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coefficients are shown as black contours in units of °C. The time series of the indices are 
shown in Figure 2.1e and compared against a Tropical Pacific Decadal Variability (TPDV) 
index defined as PC1 of 8 year low-pass SST over the equatorial Pacific (12°S-12°N). 
2.2   Hypothesis for Pacific Climate Variability 
On interannual timescales the ENSO system dominates the tropical variance. 
Perturbations in the tropical Pacific sea surface temperature and thermocline associated with 
stochastic atmospheric forcing (e.g., westerly wind bursts) can be amplified by positive 
feedbacks (e.g., zonal current and thermocline feedback) that involve coupling between the 
atmosphere and ocean dynamics [Bjerknes, 1969; Suarez and Schopf, 1988; Jin, 1997]. These 
positive feedbacks allow for the growth of dynamical modes along the equatorial zonal plane 
(e.g., zonal modes) that are collectively referred to as ENSO.  
Although the dynamics of zonal modes are important in supporting and driving the 
ENSO system at the equator, several studies show that extratropical stochastic atmospheric 
forcing can also energize ENSO variance through thermodynamic and dynamic feedbacks 
[Vimont et al., 2003; Chiang and Vimont, 2004; Anderson and Perez, 2015]. Most importantly, for 
this study, it has been shown that the high-frequency variability of the North Pacific 
Oscillation (NPO) [Rogers, 1981; Linkin and Nigam, 2008] can generate winds and SSTa in the 
subtropics that amplify and propagate into the tropical Pacific through the wind-evaporation-
SST (WES) feedback [Xie, 1999]. These sets of dynamical modes operate primarily along the 
north-south meridional plane and are referred to as meridional modes (MM). The imprint of 
meridional mode dynamics is evident in the SSTa and sea level pressure anomalies (SLPa) 
patterns of the ENSO extratropical precursors with a lead of 6–12 months, both for eastern 
and central Pacific El Niño events (Figure 2.2) [see also Penland and Sardeshmukh, 1995; Vimont 
et al., 2003; Anderson, 2003; Zhang et al., 2014]. These and other findings [Chiang and Vimont, 
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2004; Chang et al., 2007; Alexander et al., 2010] show that extratropical stochastic forcing (e.g., 
NPO) energize the interannual variance in the tropical Pacific through meridional mode 
dynamics (although not exclusively [Anderson et al., 2013]). Given that the dynamics of the 
meridional mode are consistent with a red noise process without any preferential timescales 
[Larson and Kirtman, 2013], it is plausible that meridional modes also play an important role in 
energizing the decadal and multidecadal energy of the tropical Pacific. As initial support for 
this hypothesis, we note that in the Atlantic basin where ENSO feedbacks are very weak, the 
dominant mode of tropical variability is controlled by meridional mode dynamics and is 





Figure 2.2.3 Precursor patterns to ENSO. Correlation map between winter (January–March 
(JFM)) Niño34 index and (a) SLPa in the prior winter, (b) SSTa in the prior winter, and (c) 
with concurrent SSTa. (e–g) The same analysis done with the CPW index is shown. 
Building on these previous findings, we develop a red noise null hypothesis for Pacific 
decadal and multidecadal variability (Figure 2.3) whereby the NPO stochastic forcing in the 
extratropics excites meridional modes in the subtropics, which inject decadal-scale variance 
into the tropical system through the propagation of SSTa along the north-south plane (Figure 
2.3, step 1). In the tropics, these SSTa are amplified by zonal mode dynamics (e.g., ENSO) 
and excite teleconnections that project the decadal-scale variance back into the extratropics 
(Figure 2.3, step 2). The extratropical projection of the decadal variance impacts both PDO 
and NPGO depending on the interannual state of ENSO. For example, while eastern Pacific 
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ENSO teleconnections preferentially energize the PDO pattern [e.g., Alexander et al., 2002; 
Newman et al., 2003; Deser et al., 2004], central Pacific ENSO events project onto the NPGO 
[e.g., Di Lorenzo et al., 2010; Furtado et al., 2012]. This hypothesis, which we will refer to as the 
Pacific climate null hypothesis, is essentially a red noise process [Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 
1977], where the forcing is given by the atmospheric stochastic variability that energizes the 
MM (e.g., NPO) and the damping timescale arises from spatial/temporal evolution of the 
coupled system response to the MM perturbation. For example, following the diagram in 
Figure 2.3, the winter time NPO-type variability in a given year energizes ENSO-like variability 
along the equator that peaks in the following winter (~12 months) [Anderson, 2003; Vimont et 
al., 2003]. In turn, the ENSO teleconnections drive changes in the extratropical atmosphere, 
which drive ocean anomalies in the extratropics (e.g., SSTa) that decay over a period of 6–12 
months [Schneider and Cornuelle, 2005]. The timescale resulting from this progression is ~18–24 
months, which we interpret as the characteristic damping timescale in the red noise model. If 
we also account for the existence of feedbacks between ENSO and the MM (e.g., Central 
Pacific ENSO projecting onto NPO) [Di Lorenzo et al., 2010; Furtado et al., 2012], the low-
frequency variance is further enhanced because the NPO spectrum is redden (e.g., driving an 
autoregressive model of order 1 with red noise provides a strong low-frequency filter). 
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Figure 2.3.4 Diagram of the null hypothesis for Pacific climate variability. In this red 
noise model the stochastic variability of the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO) acts as the 
forcing, while the evolution of the ocean-atmosphere coupled system from extratropics to 
tropics and back to extratropics (1–2 years) provides the damping timescale. This progression 
and timescale provide the key memory for integrating the stochastic forcing of the atmosphere 
(e.g., NPO) into decadal-scale variance over the entire Pacific basin, beyond the generation 
region of the MM (see text for a detailed discussion). 
The Pacific climate null hypothesis is consistent with previous theories and modeling 
work on stochastic Pacific climate variability [Newman et al., 2011] and global-scale Hyper 
Modes [Dommenget and Latif, 2008], which highlight the important interaction between the 
stochastic development of SSTa in the tropics (e.g., red noise process) and tropical 
atmospheric teleconnections in generating global multidecadal SSTa. 
 
2.3   Observations and Models 
Observations used for testing the Pacific climate null hypothesis (Figure 2.3) originate 
from two keys sources. SST data and anomalies are derived from the National Oceanic and 
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Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstruction SST, version 3 (ERSST.v3) 
product [Smith and Reynolds, 2004]. Monthly mean fields are available on a 2° ✕ 2° horizontal 
grid globally, with data available from 1854 to the present. For our work, we restrict the period 
of record to 1950–2012 to match the other data sets. Monthly mean SLP data and anomalies 
are taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for 
Atmospheric Research reanalysis product [Kalnay et al., 1996] and exist on a 2.5° ✕ 2.5° 
horizontal grid globally. For both observational products, we restrict our analysis primarily to 
the Pacific basin (i.e., 100°E–60°W, 45°S–65°N). 
To diagnose the role of meridional modes, two sets of coupled ocean-atmosphere 
modeling experiments are conducted using the International Center for Theoretical Physics 
(ICTP) atmosphere general circulation model (AGCM) coupled to a 100m slab ocean. This 
AGCM, also known as SPEEDY, uses eight vertical layers and T30 horizontal resolution 
(3.758 3 3.758 on a longitude-latitude grid). Climatological heat fluxes corrected through 
observations are prescribed to account for ocean heat transport. The physical 
parameterizations of the model are described in Molteni [2003], and prior applications of this 
configuration can be found in Bracco et al. [2004]. The experimental designs are as follows. 
 
2.3.1   The Zonal Mode Experiment  
This experiment isolates the fraction of Pacific decadal variance that is 
deterministically forced within the equatorial Pacific and filters out any stochastic 
contributions from the MM. SSTa from 1950 to 2012 are prescribed in a narrow region in the 
equatorial Pacific (12°S–12°N) as a surface boundary condition to drive a 45-member 
ensemble of the ICTP AGCM with the slab ocean. Away from this tropical region, interactive 
fluxes between the AGCM and the slab ocean are implemented to determine the SSTa field. 
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By examining the ensemble mean SSTa from the 45 members, we effectively remove all 
contributions of stochastic forcing from the extratropics and therefore identify the SSTa 
variance that is driven by the equatorial Pacific. 
 
2.3.2   The Meridional Mode Experiment 
This experiment removes zonal mode dynamics and only retains thermodynamic 
coupling representative of MM dynamics. For this experiment, we perform a 2000-year 
integration of the AGCM with the interactive slab ocean over the entire global ocean. The 
absence of a dynamical ocean in the AGCM slab ocean model effectively removes the positive 
feedbacks of zonal modes (e.g., ENSO) along the equatorial plane while preserving the MM 
dynamics that rely on thermodynamic coupling (e.g., the WES feedback). To verify that 
tropical decadal variability in this experiment is driven by MMs we analyze the relationship 
between the dominant modes of SSTa variability in the subtropical North Pacific (12°N–
30°N) and the tropical Pacific (12°S–12°N). In the subtropics, the leading empirical 
orthogonal function (EOF) of monthly SSTa exhibits the characteristic pattern of MMs 
(Figure 2.4a), while the leading EOF of monthly SSTa in the tropics exhibits maximum loading 
in the central tropical Pacific (i.e., around 180°W) consistent with the observed pattern of 
SSTa decadal variance (Figure 2.4b). The principal component (PC) time series of the modes 
exhibit strong low-frequency variability (Figure 2.4c), which is consistent with a red noise 
spectrum. The cross correlation between the leading subtropical and tropical PCs reaches a 
maximum correlationof R = 0.7 when the subtropical PC leads the tropical PC by 6 months 
(Figure 4c). This 6 month lead timescale agrees with the characteristic timescale of growth 
and propagation of the North Pacific MM into the equatorial Pacific [e.g., Penland and 
Sardeshmukh, 1995; Vimont et al., 2003; Vimont, 2010; Alexander et al., 2008]. 
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This analysis confirms that the largest fraction of tropical low-frequency variability in 
this experiment is the results of meridional mode dynamics and that the MM can generate 
significant decadal variance. For this reason, we refer to this run as the MM experiment, 




Figure 2.4.5Tropical decadal variability of the meridional model experiment. (a) 
Correlation maps between monthly 2000 year long model SSTa and North Pacific meridional 
mode monthly index defined as PC1 of subtropical SSTa between (12°N–30°N). (b) 
Correlation maps between monthly model SSTa and monthly PC1 of tropical SSTa between 
12°S and 12°N. Regression coefficients are shown as black contours in units of °C. The size 
of the maximum SSTa is reported in the bottom left of the panels. (c) Six month lead 
correlation between model meridional mode index (red line) and tropical PC1 (blue line) 
(shown only for the first 200 years). 
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2.4   Testing the Pacific Decadal Null Hypothesis 
To test the tropical Pacific climate null hypothesis, we first characterize the observed 
spatial and temporal evolution of the tropical decadal variance associated with ENSO-like 
decadal pattern (Figure 2.1). After applying an 8 year low-pass filter to the observed SSTa, we 
perform a principal component analysis in the tropical Pacific (12°S–12°N) to extract the 
decadal-scale variability in the tropics. The first EOF explains about 50% of the total low-
frequency variance, and its eigenvalue is well separated from subsequent eigenvalues. A 
correlation of the leading PC time series (PC1) with the monthly SSTa over the entire Pacific 
basin reveals the characteristic pattern of ENSO-like decadal variability in the Pacific (Figure 
2.5b, compare with Figure 2.1). Furthermore, PC1 is correlated with the low-frequency 
component (8 year low pass) of other indices of Pacific decadal variability including the 
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) (R = 0.68), the PDO (R = 0.71), and the NPGO (R = 
0.68) and shares a similar spatial structure especially in the tropics where all these modes 
significantly overlap (Figure 2.1). To characterize the growth and decay of this ENSO-like 
pattern, we compute 1.5 year lead and lag correlation maps of PC1 with Pacific monthly SSTa 
(Figures 2.5a and 2.5c). The 1.5 year timescale is chosen as it is the approximate e-folding 
timescale of the PC1 autocorrelation function (~1.67 years). Inspecting the lead and lag 
correlation maps (Figures 2.5a and 2.5c) reveals that the spatial patterns of the growing and 
decaying phases are not identical, indicating that the spatial expression of the autocorrelation 
function is not symmetric in space. The growing phase pattern (i.e., Figure 2.5a) exhibits a 
stronger loading pattern in the North Pacific resembling the pattern associated with the Pacific 
MM (compare Figure 2.5a with Figures 2c and 2e). By contrast, the decaying phase (Figure 
2.5c) exhibits a more equatorially symmetric SSTa correlation pattern representative of the 
well-known ENSO teleconnection patterns. 
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Using the model experiments, our goal is to show that the meridional mode dynamics 
controls the growing phase of the ENSO-like decadal pattern, while zonal mode dynamics 
(e.g., ENSO) controls the decaying phase pattern. To do so, we examine the zonal mode and 
meridional mode AGCM experiments, which selectively exclude/include the contributions of 
the meridional mode dynamics. 
We first examine the evolution of the ensemble mean SSTa from the zonal mode 
experiments which are forced with prescribed tropical SSTa forcing between 1950 and 2012. 
By construction, the ensemble mean SSTa removes all the variance contributions associated 
with extratropical stochastic forcing and meridional modes, and in the tropical forcing region 
(12°S–12°N) the evolution of the SSTa is identical to the observed. We compute the lead/lag 
correlation maps between the observed low-frequency PC1 of SSTa and the model monthly 
SSTa. We find that at lag 0 years (Figure 2.5e) and at lag 1.5 year (the decaying phase, Figure 
2.5f) the model reproduces the observed structure of the ENSO-like decadal variability in the 
extratropics with anomaly correlation patterns (ACPs) ranging between ACP = 0.6 and 0.8, in 
the decaying and peak phase, respectively. However, at lead 1.5 year (Figure 2.5d) the model 
is unable to capture the North Pacific growing structure of the decadal pattern (ACPNP = 0). 
This absence suggests that tropical forcing (e.g., ENSO) alone cannot explain the growing 
phase of the ENSO-like decadal variability. Although the North Pacific signal is missing in the 
growing phase, in the South Pacific we find a signature of the ENSO-like decadal variability 
(ACPSP= 0.62), implying that a fraction of the precursor pattern in the South Pacific is forced 
by tropical dynamics (Figure 2.5d). 
We now examine the meridional mode experiment using the 2000 year long integration 
of the AGCM slab coupled model. We have already verified that the dominant fraction of 
tropical variability in this model is contributed by the North Pacific meridional mode (e.g., 
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Figure 2.4). An examination of the growing and decaying phases of the decadal pattern 
associated with the model tropical low-pass SSTa PC1 reveals that the inclusion of meridional 
mode dynamics allows us to recover the growing phase of the ENSO-like decadal pattern 
(Figure 2.5g; ACPNP = 0.68). However, the decaying phase (Figure 2.5e) does not resemble the 
observations (ACPNP = 0) and most of the decay occurs along the equatorial Pacific with 
little signs of robust symmetric teleconnections from the tropics into the extratropics, which 
are visible in the observations.  
To understand the nature of this local decay in the tropics, we compute the average 
size of the SSTa in the high loading regions of the growing and decaying phases. In the growing 
phase we find that both observations and the meridional mode experiment have an amplitude 
of ~0.3 C (compare Figure 2.5a with Figure 2.5g). However, at lag 0, while the SSTa of 
observations in the tropics continues to grow reaching ~0.5 C, in the meridional mode 
experiment the lack of zonal mode feedbacks (e.g., ENSO) prevents this anomaly from 
growing and instead negative feedbacks (e.g., damping) reduce the SSTa to   ~0.1 C (compare 
Figure 2.5b with Figure 2.5h). In the meridional mode experiment, the lack of ENSO positive 
feedbacks and the decay of the SSTa prevent the system from exciting ENSO teleconnections, 
which are important in spreading the signal back to the extratropics as seen in the observations. 
Therefore, in the meridional mode experiment the tropical SSTa continues to decay locally in 
the tropics and at lag 1.5 year (Figure 2.5e, the decaying phase) its amplitude is further reduced 
to ~0.01 C. It is interesting to note that this local decay in the tropics is not evident in the 
observations, which show zero anomalies. Indeed, previous studies have reported how ocean 
waves dynamics related to the ENSO cycle are effective in terminating the SSTa along the 
equator [e.g., Neelin et al., 1998].  
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Figure 2.5.6Spatial structure and temporal evolution of ENSO-like pattern of decadal 
variance in observations and models. Correlation between the observed tropical PC1 of 8 year 
low-pass SSTa defined between 12°S and 12°N and monthly mean SSTa at (a) lead 1.5 year 
the growing phase, (b) lag 0 the peak, and (c) lag 1.5 year the decaying phase. Same analysis 
done for the zonal mode experiments (d) growing, (e) peak, and (f) decaying phases. The white 
shadowing in Figures 2.5d–2.5f denotes the region where prescribed SSTa forcing was used 
in the zonal mode experiments. Same analysis done for the meridional mode experiment (g) 
growing, (h) peak, and (i) decaying phases. The average size of the SSTa in the regions of 
maximum correlation loading is indicated for the observations and meridional mode 
experiments in bottom left corner of each panel. 
Before concluding, we also note that the growing phase of the MM experiment 
exhibits correlations along the entire equatorial strip, while observations show correlation only 
in the central tropical Pacific region. This difference is related to the dominant low-frequency 
character of the MM and tropical variability in the MM experiment (see time series Figure 
2.4c). This implies that correlations computed with the low-pass PC1 of SSTa capture this 
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low-frequency signal. This is not true using the monthly data where we find no correlation in 
the tropics at lead 6 months (Figure 2.4). In the observations, ENSO interannual dynamics 
and the cold tongue upwelling region variability act as source for noise in the eastern tropical 
Pacific reducing the signal-to-noise ratio between the low-frequency expression of the MM in 
the extratropics at lead 1.5 years and the tropics at lag 0 year. Also, in the peak phase of the 
MM experiment, the amplitude of the SSTa in the tropics is smaller (~0.1 C) than at lead 1.5 
year (~0.3 C), confirming that the dominant tropical mode is the manifestation of the decay 
of the Pacific meridional mode, which has originated in the subtropics earlier (see Figure 2.4, 
regression contours). 
 
2.5   Summary and Discussion 
Through analyses of the decadal variance of Pacific-wide SSTa in both observations 
and coupled ocean-atmosphere simulations, we offer significant evidence that the ENSO-like 
pattern of Pacific decadal variability arises from the interaction of meridional modes (e.g., MM) 
and the zonal modes (e.g., ENSO). While more sophisticated coupled model experiments are 
needed to separate the fraction of decadal variability that is driven by ENSO versus MMs, the 
main conclusion of our work is that the structure and evolution of the ENSO-like Pacific 
decadal variability (e.g., the growing and decaying phases) cannot be explained by the zonal 
mode (e.g., ENSO) or the MM in isolation. Although both modes can generate low-frequency 
variance in isolation, the interaction between both modes is required to explain the 
observations. In the growing phase, the MM supplies an important source of low-frequency 
variance through integration of extratropical stochastic atmospheric forcing (e.g., red 
spectrum), while the zonal mode dynamics (i.e., ENSO) amplify and distribute that low-
frequency energy in the peak and decaying phases through global teleconnections. We refer to 
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this mechanism as the Pacific climate null hypothesis (as summarized in Figure 2.3) because 
the temporal dynamics energizing this evolution are consistent with a red noise process. 
However, the spatial progression of this ENSO-like decadal variance relies on specific patterns 
associated with the tropical coupled ocean/atmosphere response to the atmospheric stochastic 
forcing (e.g., MM and ENSO), and its teleconnected imprints in the extratropics (e.g., PDO, 
NPGO, and IPO). This red noise hypothesis is consistent with previous studies exploring 
Pacific decadal variance in a hierarchy of models, from linear inverse models [Newman et al., 
2011] to AGCMs coupled to ocean mixed layers [Dommenget and Latif, 2008; Clement et al., 2011] 
and fully coupled climate models [Yeh and Kirtman, 2004]. 
Interestingly, the growth rates associated with the thermodynamic feedback of the 
MMs depend on the mean SST in subtropical and tropical regions [Vimont, 2010]. Hence, 
anticipated warming of global surface SSTs may amplify the SSTa associated with the growth 
of the MM. Using our new framework as a guide, this amplification would energize both the 
interannual and decadal variance of the entire Pacific basin (Figure 2.3). Consistent with this 
hypothesis, recent studies have suggested that the link between the North Pacific ENSO 
precursor pattern (e.g., NPO) and ENSO increases under enhanced greenhouse warming [e.g., 
Wang et al., 2013, 2014]. Actual quantification of this amplification and of the effects on ENSO 
and MM are aims for future studies.  
These results provide an alternative set of dynamics that initiate and energize the 
Pacific decadal variability independently of ENSO and of other subsurface or wave dynamics 
[e.g., Pierce et al., 2000; Solomon et al., 2008]. The mechanism and forcing controlling these 
dynamics and their interaction with the ENSO system may prove useful as a framework for 
examining climate change projections for Pacific decadal variability in climate models, which 
may not reproduce the correct spatial patterns of the observed decadal dynamics, yet may 
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capture the underlying dynamics of interaction between zonal and meridional modes, along 
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Pacific decadal variability has strong impacts on the statistics of weather, atmosphere 
extremes, droughts, hurricanes, marine heatwaves and marine ecosystems.  Sea surface 
temperature (SST) observations show that the variance of the El Niño-like decadal variability 
has increased by ~30% (1920-2015) with a stronger coupling between the major Pacific 
climate modes. Although we cannot attribute these trends to global climate change, the 
examination of 30 members of the Community Earth System Model Large Ensemble (LENS) 
forced with the RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenario (1920-2100) suggests that significant 
anthropogenic trends in Pacific decadal variance will emerge by 2020 in response to a more 
energetic North Pacific Meridional Mode (PMM) -- a well-known El Niño precursor. The 
PMM is a key mechanism for energizing and coupling tropical and extra-tropical decadal 
variability. In the LENS, the increase in PMM variance is consistent with an intensification of 
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the winds-evaporation-SST thermodynamic feedback that results from a warmer mean 
climate.  
 
3.1   Introduction 
Understanding how decadal variability of the Pacific may change in the future is of 
great interest because of its direct and indirect impacts on ecosystems and weather, including 
ocean and atmosphere extremes [Chavez et al., 2003; Di Lorenzo et al., 2016 Gershunov and Barnett, 
1998; Mantua et al., 1997; Roemmich and Mcgowan, 1995]. Previous studies examine changes in 
the Pacific decadal variability (PDV) of sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the context of 
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF), such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Mantua 
et al. 1997). While approaches such as these are useful for characterizing the decadal state of 
the Pacific basin, they do not provide a mechanistic basis for exploring the sensitivity of PDV 
to anthropogenic forcing.  
Here we use a diagnostic framework of PDV that explains the dominant mode of low-
frequency (timescale > 8 years) SST variability over the Pacific basin (i.e., the ENSO-like 
pattern [Zhang et al., 1997]) to explore the past and future changes in PDV across observational 
products and the Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large Ensemble (LENS). This 
framework, proposed by Di Lorenzo et al. [2015], decomposes the ENSO-like pattern into a 
growing, peak and decaying phase. The growth phase pattern is associated with ENSO 
precursor dynamics, such as North Pacific Meridional Modes (PMM) [Chiang and Vimont, 2004; 
Alexander et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2013] (Figure 3.1c) and the Trade Wind-
induced Charging (TWC) of the equatorial thermocline [Anderson et al., 2013]. The peak phase 
is associated with the development of ENSO and its teleconnections to the mid-latitude 
(Figure 3.1d) with a hemispherically symmetric SST footprint, which then decays in both 
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tropics and extra-tropics (Figure 3.1e). This progression of events has an inherent timescale 
between 18-24 months and has been proposed as an important mechanism to explain the 
ENSO-like pattern of low-frequency variance (timescale > 8 years) [Di Lorenzo et al., 2015]. 
The advantage of this PDV diagnostic framework lies in the possibility of assessing the extent 
to which the PDV variance in LENS is consistent with the mechanisms inferred from 
observations, namely the interaction between PMM and ENSO.   
 
 
Figure 3.1.7 Pacific Decadal Variability. (a)  Correlation and regression maps of the PDV 
index (i.e., leading PC of 8-yr low-passed SST over the Pacific domain) onto 8-yr low-passed 
Pacific SST. Color shading represents the correlation coefficient while the contours represent 
the regression coefficient. Contour interval 0.1 °C per standard deviation of the PDV index. 
Negative contours are dashed; the zero contour is thickened. (b) The PDV index shown 
together with the 8-yr low-passed PROG index (see text for the definition of the PROG 
index). (c-e) As in (a) but at different lags and using unfiltered SSTs and ENSO index (defined 
as the PC1 of SST anomalies between 20S-20N). When SSTs precede ENSO of 1 year, the 
the PDV variance in LENS is consistent with the mechanisms inferred from observations, namely, the interac-
tion between PMM and ENSO.
The main objective of this paper is to use the dynamical framework proposed by Di Lorenzo et al. (2015) to
examine the sensitivity of the PDV to anthropogenic forcing. Using observations, we develop a new index
that is designed to capture the ENSO-like decadal variability and the progression patterns associated with
the growing (PMM), peak (ENSO), and decaying phases of Pacific SST variability. We then use this index to
explore projected changes in the PDV variance under the RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenario and assess the
role of the PMM.
2. Observations and Modeling
We use two sources of SST data sets, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Extended
Reconstruction SST, version 3 (ERSST v3) product (Smith & Reynolds, 2005) and the Met Office Hadley
Centre SST, version 1.1 (HadISST v1.1) data set (Rayner et al., 2003). ERSST v3 (HadISST v1.1) consists of
monthly mean values from 1854 (1870) to the present on a 2° × 2° (1° × 1°) horizontal grid globally. Except
for SST-only analyses, which use data from 1920 to 2015 (i.e., Figures 1 and 2b), we restrict the period of
record to 1950–2015 to match the other data sets. Monthly mean values of sea level pressure (SLP), 10 m
wind components (U and V), and latent heat flux (LHF) are taken from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis product (Kalnay et al., 1996)
and exist on a 2.5° × 2.5° horizontal grid globally.
To investigate the PDV response under increasing greenhouse forcing, we analyze the output of the first 30
members of the CESM Large Ensemble simulations (hereafter LENS) from 1920 to 2100 under the RCP8.5
Figure 1. Pacific decadal variability. (a) Correlation and regression maps of the PDV index (i.e., leading PC of 8 year low-passed SST over the Pacific domain) onto
8 year low-passed Pacific SST. Color shading represents the correlation coefficient while the contours represent the regression coefficient. Contour interval 0.1°C
per standard deviation of the PDV index. Negative contours are dashed; the zero contour is thickened. (b) The PDV index shown together wit the 8 year low-passed
PROG index (see text for the definition of the PROG index). As in Figure 1a but at different lags and using unfiltered SSTs and ENSO index (defined as the PC1 of SST
anomalies between 20°S and 20°N). When SSTs precede ENSO of 1 year, (c) the precursor, when there is no lag between ENSO and SSTs, (d) the peak, and when
ENSO leads the SSTs of 1 year, (e) the successor.
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Precursor (c), when there is no lag between ENSO and SSTs, the Peak (d), and when ENSO 
leads the SSTs of 1 year, the Successor (e). 
The main objective of this paper is to use the dynamical framework proposed by Di 
Lorenzo et al. [2015] to examine the sensitivity of the PDV to anthropogenic forcing. Using 
observations, we develop a new index that is designed to capture the ENSO-like decadal 
variability and the progression patterns associated with the growing (PMM), peak (ENSO), 
and decaying phases of Pacific SST variability. We then use this index to explore projected 
changes in the PDV variance under the RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenario and assess the role 
of the PMM.  
 
3.2   Observations and Modeling  
We use two sources of SST datasets, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstruction SST, version 3 (ERSST v3) product [Smith 
and Reynolds, 2004] and the Met Office Hadley Centre SST, version 1.1 (HadISST v1.1) dataset 
[Rayner et al., 2003]. ERSST v3 (HadISST v1.1) consists of monthly-mean values from 1854 
(1870) to the present on a 2° × 2° (1° × 1°) horizontal grid globally. Except for SST-only 
analyses, which use data from 1920-2015 (i.e., Figure 3.1 and 3.2b), we restrict the period of 
record to 1950-2015 to match the other data sets. Monthly-mean values of sea level pressure 
(SLP), 10-m wind components (U and V), and latent heat flux (LHF) are taken from the 
National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research 
reanalysis product [Kalnay et al., 1996] and exist on a 2.5° × 2.5° horizontal grid globally.  
To investigate the PDV response under increasing greenhouse forcing, we analyze the 
output of the first 30 members of the CESM Large Ensemble simulations (hereafter LENS) 
from 1920–2100 under the RCP8.5 emission scenario available at 
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http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/projects/community-projects/LENS/ [Kay et al., 2015]. The 30-
member ensemble uses historical radiative forcing for the period 1920–2005 and RCP8.5 
radiative forcing thereafter. The simulation uses version 1 of CESM, with the Community 
Atmosphere Model, version 5 [CESM1(CAM5); Hurrell et al. 2013] at approximately 1° × 1° 
horizontal resolution in all model components.  Unless otherwise stated, monthly-mean 
anomalies are computed by removing the climatological seasonal cycle (computed as long-
term monthly mean of the record analyzed) from detrended fields. For the observational 
datasets, detrended fields are obtained by removing the linear fit at each grid point. For the 
LENS, they are obtained by removing at each grid point the signal associated with 
anthropogenic forcing, which is assumed to be the ensemble mean. Although each LENS 
realization starts with almost identical initial conditions in the ocean subsurface, it is reasonable 
to assume that each realization develops an independent natural (unforced) multi-decadal 
variability in the Pacific Ocean. In the Pacific, the surface decadal variability is not strongly 
coupled to the subsurface ocean state [Liu and Di Lorenzo, 2018]. This contrasts with the 
Atlantic where the surface decadal variability is linked to the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 
Circulation [e.g., Delworth and Mann, 2000, and references therein]. Thus, averaging all the 
ensemble members should be effective in extracting the anthropogenic forced signal in the 
Pacific Ocean.  
Following Chang et al., [2007], the PMM pattern is obtained as leading Maximum 
Covariance Analysis (MCA) of boreal spring (defined as March-April-May or MAM) SST and 
surface wind stress anomaly with the ENSO signal removed by linear regression prior to the 
analysis. Timeseries of the PMM are then obtained by projecting the monthly-mean anomalies 
onto the leading MCA spatial pattern. As result of the projection we obtain two monthly-mean 
indices, an SST-based index, PMMsst, and a 10-m-winds-based index, PMM𝝉. The ENSO 
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index is computed as the leading Principal Component (PC1) of monthly-mean Tropical 
Pacific ([120E-80W 20S-20N]) SSTs. All the seasons in this manuscript are boreal seasons.   
 
3.3   Increasing Pacific Decadal Variance: Observations versus LENS 
To quantify the changes in decadal variance of the Pacific, we develop an index that 
captures the ENSO-like decadal variability that emerges from the PMM/ENSO interaction 
hypothesis. This index, which we will refer to as the progression (PROG) index, is designed 
to capture the progression associated with the growing, peak and decaying phases of the PDV 
[Di Lorenzo et al., 2015], namely the interaction between PMM in extra-tropics (growth), ENSO 
amplification in the tropics and teleconnections to extra-tropics (peak phase), and the extra-
tropical decay. The progression is typically phase-locked with the seasonal cycles. For the 
North Pacific, a strong winter expression of the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO) [Rogers, 1981] 
will imprint an SST anomaly, which in the mid-latitude [30N-60N] is characterized by the 
North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) pattern [Di Lorenzo et al., 2008; Chhak et al., 2009]. In 
the sub-tropics [10N-30N], the reduction of trade-winds associated with the NPO activates 
the PMMs [Chang et al., 2007], which typically grow during the spring and lead to an SST 
anomaly in the tropics [10S 10N] towards the end of spring and beginning of summer. In the 
tropics, these anomalies favor the development of ENSO, which grows during the summer 
and fall, and peaks in the winter. The ENSO teleconnections that follow imprint the ENSO 
signature into the mid-latitude during the fall and the following winter [30N-60N].  
To capture this time/space progression of the anomalies, we obtain the PROG index 
by computing the first Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) of combined raw (unfiltered) 
data that consist of winter (defined as December-January-February or DJF) SST anomalies 
(SSTa) in the mid-latitude [30N-60N] a year prior ENSO (lag=-1yr), spring (defined as March-
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April-May or MAM) SSTa in the sub-tropics [10N-30N] at lag=-1yr, fall (defined as 
September-October-November or SON) SSTa in the tropics [10S 10N] at lag=-1yr, and finally 
winter SSTa in the mid-latitude at lag zero. To recover the PMM footprint in winter and spring 
SSTa at lag=-1yr we linearly remove a commonly used ENSO index [Cold Tongue index, 
SSTa averaged over 6S-6N and 180W-90W] prior to the EOF analysis. This allows for the 
extraction of the PMM pattern in the winter/spring preceding ENSO as discussed in Chang 
et al. [2007]. In the observation, this modal decomposition results in a first principal 
component of annual values (i.e., PROG index) that explains ~67% of the variance and tracks 
closely both PDV temporal variations (Figure 3.1b) and seasonally-based spatial evolution 




Figure 3.2.8 PMM progression. (a) Seasonal means of SSTa and standardized SLPa 
regressed onto PROG index in LENS (ensemble mean) and observations.  Units for SST maps 
Figure 2. PMM progression (a) seasonal means of SSTa and standardized SLPa regressed onto PROG index in LENS (ensemble mean) and observations. Units for SST
maps are in °C per units of STD change of PROG index. SLP maps are in units of correlation. (b) Progression strength computed applying a 20 year running STD to the
PROG index. Observation (black) and LENS ensemble mean (blue) with its 1 STD spread envelope ( hading).
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are in [°C] per units of STD change of PROG index. SLP maps are in units of correlation. (b) 
Progression strength computed applying a 20-yr running STD to the PROG index. 
Observation (black) and LENS ensemble mean (blue) with its 1-STD spread envelope 
(shading).   
Given that the PROG index is defined using an EOF analysis that maximizes variance 
but does not enforce the causality in the transition patterns from ENSO precursors to ENSO 
successors, we conducted additional tests. Specifically, we verified that the EOF patterns of 
the progression are consistent with the patterns obtained by lead/lag regression maps of the 
Niño3.4 index with SST and wind anomaly between -12 and +12 months (see the section 
supporting information at the end of Chapter III). We also developed a Monte Carlo approach 
to show that the observed order of the SSTa sequences (e.g., causality) is required in order to 
capture the largest fraction of the variance throughout the DJF to DJF+1 period. 
We test the skill of the PROG index annual values in capturing PDV temporal 
variations by comparing the 8-year low-passed PROG index with the PDV index computed 
as Zhang et al., [1997], which is defined as the PC1 of 8-year low-passed monthly SST (Figure 
3.1b). The high and significant correlation between the PROG and PDV indices (R=0.84) 
allow us to use the PROG index as a diagnostic tool to (i) test the PMM/ENSO interaction 
decadal framework in climate models, and (ii) quantify if the PDV variance is changing under 
anthropogenic climate change. The significance of the correlation coefficients throughout the 
study is estimated by computing empirical probability density functions (EPDFs) for the 
correlation coefficient of two red-noise time series which have the same lag-1 autoregressive 
coefficient of those estimated in the original signals. We assess the 99% significance levels 
using an EPDF obtained from 10,000 realizations of random red-noise time series. A similar 
approach is used to assess the significance of the trend. 
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An examination of the observed evolution of PDV variance inferred from the 20-yr 
running STD of the PROG index shows a marked trend in both observational products 
(Figure 3.2b; shows only the ERSST data, results for HadISST dataset are not shown), raising 
the question of whether this trend is part of a centennial-scale (or longer) natural fluctuation 
or if it is linked to the anthropogenic forcing. To explore the significance of these trends and 
their driving mechanisms, we look at the LENS projections, which span from 1920-2100 and 
are forced by the RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenario after 2005.  
Following the same approach used for the observational dataset (Figure 3.1b), for each 
LENS member we compare the 8-yr low-passed PROG index with the PDV index computed 
as in Zhang et al., [1997]. The resultant mean correlation of R=0.82 shows that the PROG 
index captures the ENSO-like decadal variability. We then inspect the ensemble mean pattern 
(i.e., average of each individual pattern) associated with the phases of the progression in the 
models and compare it with observations. The different phases are revealed by regressing SST 
and sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies onto the PROG index (Figure 3.2a). In the winter prior 
to ENSO, DJF (lag=-1yr), we find patterns characterized by large regression coefficients in 
the North Pacific region resembling the NPGO-like and the NPO-like pattern, respectively 
for SST and SLP regressions. These patterns evolve in spring, MAM (lag=-1yr), in a stronger 
NPO-like pattern associated with a clear PMM signature in the SST. These ENSO precursors, 
NPO and PMM, promote the onset of El Niño and thus by fall, SON (lag=-1yr), both SST 
and SLP regressions are dominated by a mature phase of ENSO, which is characterized by a 
warm SST anomaly and a strong East-West pressure gradient anomaly in the tropical Pacific. 
In the following winter, DJF (0), these mature ENSO conditions begin to decay after exciting 
extratropical teleconnections, which energize PDO-like and Aleutian Low-like patterns in the 
North Pacific.  
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This mode progression from the NPGO/NPO-like patterns during the winter prior 
to ENSO to a PDO/Aleutian Low-like pattern during peak ENSO, shows that the PROG 
index captures the seasonal and spatial evolution of the Pacific variability in both observations 
and model simulations. The main discrepancies of LENS with respect to the observations are: 
(i) the stronger SST signature in the warm pool region (western equatorial pacific) during DJF 
(lag=-1yr) and MAM (lag=-1yr), and (ii) the very weak Aleutian Low signature in the SLP of 
the North Pacific region during ENSO peak phase in DJF (0). Both these discrepancies are 
likely due to LENS deficiencies in accurately representing ENSO and its extratropical 
teleconnection. For instance, the LENS tendency in overestimating the SST variability in the 
western equatorial Pacific is a known bias present in most global coupled models that has been 
linked to misrepresentation of the Bijerkness feedback [Li and Xie, 2013]. Nevertheless, LENS 
have been extensively validated in a number of recent studies [e.g., Kay et al., 2015; Fasullo et 
al., 2016; Li et al., 2017] and represents a valuable dataset to address the question of whether 
or not the PDV is likely to increase under greenhouse forcing. In both observational datasets, 
the variance of the LENS PDV inferred from the 20-yr running STD of the PROG index 
shows a marked trend that is consistent with the LENS response to anthropogenic forcing 
(Figure 3.2b). We can now diagnose the individual mechanisms of the PDV framework that 
are responsible for the PDV increase in LENS. 
 
3.4   Diagnosing the Role of Meridional Mode Dynamics 
To diagnose the origin of the trend in the PDV variance within the LENS, we examine 
the individual dynamics that are important in the progression, that is the PMM and ENSO. 
For each member we compute the PMM using the definition of Chang et al., [2007] (see 
section Observations and Modeling), which results in two monthly-mean indices: an SST-based 
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index, PMMsst, and a 10-m-winds-based index, PMM𝝉. The ENSO index is instead computed 
as the leading PC1 of monthly-mean Tropical Pacific ([120E-80W 20S-20N]) SSTs. 
The cross-correlation between the monthly-mean PMM indices and the ENSO index 
confirms a known relationship in which the spring PMM index leads the winter ENSO index 
(R=.38 when the PMM index leads ENSO by 9 months; Figure 3.S3 in the supporting 
information). To explore if this coupling between the PMM and ENSO is changing under 
anthropogenic forcing, we compute the correlation between the PMMsst index during spring 
and the ENSO index during the following winter (winter defined here as DJF mean; Figure 
3.4b).  We compare the coupling between two periods, one with weak and one with strong 
anthropogenic forcing (i.e., 1920-1960 vs 2060-2100). We find a moderate but robust increase, 
21 out of 30 members, in the ensemble mean of ~19% (R=0.48 vs R=0.57) during the later 
period. Thus, if LENS projections are correct and we assume that each member of the 
ensemble is as likely to occur as the real climate, the increase in the PMM-ENSO coupling has 
a 70% chance of occurrence. Moreover, the 20-yr running variance of spring PMMsst and 
PMM𝝉 reveals a significant trend in both observations and LENS (Figure 3c), with the SST 
response (spring PMMsst) being larger than the wind-stress response (spring PMM𝝉). This 
amplification in the spring PMMsst variance relative to spring PMM𝝉 variance is consistent with 
the red-noise paradigm for the ocean-atmosphere interaction in which the ocean memory leads 
to an amplification of the atmospheric variance [Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 1977]. Since the 
spring PMMsst index captures the oceanic expression of the ocean-atmosphere coupled PMM, 
it is expected for this index to have more low-frequency power than the spring PMM𝝉, which 
captures the atmospheric expression of the coupled mode. In both LENS and observation, 
the trend in the variance of the spring PMM indices is accompanied by a marked trend in the 
20-yr running variance of winter ENSO (Figure 3.3c). These trends in the variance of spring 
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PMM and winter ENSO are statistically significant in the ensemble mean of LENS but not in 
the observation, for which the record is too short to pass the significance test. In the model, 
the trends in the variance are accompanied by an increase in the spatial variance associated 
with each mode. This can be visualized by subtracting the pattern computed during 1960-2000 
(i.e., weak anthropogenic forcing) from the one computed during 2060-2100 (i.e., strong 
anthropogenic forcing) (Figure 3.3a and 3.3b). The patterns are obtained by regressing the 
spring PMMsst and winter ENSO indices onto SST and wind components. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.9 Projected change in the variance of PMM and ENSO.  (a,b) Changes in 
PMM and ENSO obtained by subtracting the pattern computed during 1960-2000 (i.e., weak 
greenhouse forcing) to the one computed during 2060-2100 (i.e., strong greenhouse forcing). 
Patterns and wind vector are obtained by regressing spring PMMsst and winter ENSO indices 
(see text for indices definitions) onto SST and wind components. Units are in [°C] per units 
of STD changes of the corresponding mode index. (c) Normalized 20-yr running standard 
deviation of spring PMMsst, spring PMM!, and winter ENSO indices in LENS (green, blue, 
and red) and observations (NCEP reanalysis and ERSST v3; black). 
using the definition of Chang et al. (2007) (see section 2), which results in two monthly mean indices: an
SST-based index, PMMsst, and a 10 m winds-based index, PMM?. The ENSO index is instead computed as
the leading PC1 of monthly mean tropical Pacific ([120°E–80°W, 20°S–20°N]) SSTs.
The cross correlation between the monthly mean PMM indices and the ENSO index confirms a known rela-
tionship in which the spring PMM index leads the winter ENSO index (R = .38 when the PMM index leads
ENSO by 9 months; Figure S3 in the supporting information). To explore if this coupling between the PMM
and ENSO is changing under anthropogenic forcing, we compute the correlation between the PMMsst index
during spring and the ENSO index during the following winter (winter defined here as DJF mean; Figure 4b).
We compare the coupling between two periods, one with weak and one with strong anthropogenic forcing
(i.e., 1920–1960 versus 2060–2100). We find a moderate but robust increase, 21 out of 30 members, in the
ensemble mean of ~19% (R = 0.48 versus R = 0.57) during the later period. Thus, if LENS projections are
correct and we assume that eachmember of the ensemble is as likely to occur as the real climate, the increase
in the PMM-ENSO coupling has a 70% chance of occurrence. Moreover, the 20 year running variance of spring
PMMsst and PMM? reveals a significant trend in both observations and LENS (Figure 3c), with the SST response
(spring PMMsst) being larger than the wind stress response (spring PMM?). This amplification in the spring
PMMsst variance relative to spring PMM? variance is consistent with the red-noise paradigm for the ocean-
atmosphere interaction in which the ocean memory leads to an amplification of the atmospheric variance
(Frankignoul & Hasselmann, 1977). Since the spring PMMsst index captures the oceanic expression of the
ocean-atmosphere coupled PMM, it is expected for this index to have more low-frequency power than the
spring PMM?, which captures the atmospheric expression of the coupled mode. In both LENS and observa-
tion, the trend in the variance of the spring PMM indices is accompanied by a marked trend in the 20 year
running variance of winter ENSO (Figure 3c). These trends in the variance of spring PMM and winter ENSO
are statistically significant in the ensemble mean of LENS but not in the observation, for which the record
is too short to pass the significance test. In the model, the trends in the variance are accompanied by an
increase in the spatial variance associated with each mode. This can be visualized by subtracting the pattern
computed during 1960–2000 (i.e., weak anthropogenic forcing) from the one computed during 2060–2100
Figure 3. Projected change in the variance of PMM and ENSO. (a and b) Changes in PMM and ENSO obtained by subtracting the pattern computed during 1960–
2000 (i.e., weak greenhouse forcing) to the one computed during 2060–2100 (i.e., strong greenhouse forcing). Patterns and wind vector are obtained by regressing
spring PMMsst and winter ENSO indices (see text for indices definitions) onto SST and wind components. Units are in °C per units of STD changes of the corre-
spondingmode index. (c) Normalized 20 year running standard deviation of spring PMMsst, spring PMM?, an winter ENSO indices in LENS (green, blue, and red) and
observations (NCEP reanalysis and ERSST v3; black).
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Although ENSO variance has several contributions (e.g., westerly wind bursts, 
Harrison and Vecchi, 1997; Madden-Julian oscillation, Zhang and Gottschalck, 2002), the 
consistent slope between PMM and ENSO variance (Figure 3.3c) supports the hypothesis that 
the increase in the PMM variance resulting from anthropogenic forcing is an important 
contributor to the increase in ENSO variance. There are several mechanisms that can amplify 
the PMM and increase its variance: (i) Increase in the feedback (i.e., WES) between ocean and 
atmosphere that leads to larger growth of the mode, and (ii), increase in the variance of the 
extra-tropical atmospheric stochastic noise (i.e., NPO activity) that activates and energizes the 
PMM. In LENS, the increase in the PMM variance is consistent with an intensification of the 
WES feedback associated with changes in the background state. The nature of the WES 
feedback prevents its direct and precise quantification, but nevertheless Vimont [2010] 
proposed to use the change in latent heat flux per unit change in zonal wind speed as 
estimation of the WES feedback activity. Specifically, upon linearization of the standard bulk 
formula for the latent heat flux, he derived the so-called WES parameter (WESp), 
𝑊𝐸𝑆𝑝 = 𝜕𝐿𝐻𝜕|𝑤| = 𝐿𝐻 ∙
𝑢
|𝑤|2 , 
where, LH is the latent heat flux, u the zonal wind speed, and |w| the total wind speed (w 
=√𝑢2 + 𝑣2  +  𝑤2 ). We use the WESp to characterize this air-sea interaction since a large 
latent heat flux sensitivity to meridional wind variation is a necessary condition for an intense 
WES feedback in the subtropical Pacific. In both observation and LENS, we computed the 
spatially-averaged WESp in the region where the PMM is more active (i.e., dashed box 
shown in Figure 3.3a.). The timeseries of the WESp from LENS (Figure 3.4a) exhibits 
quadratic growth over the period 1960-2100, with a clear and significant trend emerging after 
2020, and no significant trend prior 2000. Consistent with the WESp, a closer look at the 
trend lines in the spring PMM variance (Figure 3.3c) also show that most of the increase 
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occurs after 2020. This association is confirmed by comparing a quadratic fit of the WESp 
and spring PMMsst variance (Figure 3.4a). 
 
 
Figure 3.4.10 (a) Curves in the upper part indicate the WES parameter [Vimont, 2010] area-
averaged over the dashed box shown in Figure 3.3a in the observation (black) and LENS 
ensemble mean (magenta). Units are in [W s m-3] and the shading (light magenta) indicates the 
1-STD spread envelope. Curves in the lower part compare quadratic fits of the normalized 
ensemble mean of the WES parameter (magenta) and the 20-yr running STD of the spring 
PMMsst index (blue) (b) ENSO-PMM coupling estimated as correlation between spring PMMsst 
and winter ENSO indices (see text for indices definitions). Correlation computed during 1920-
1960 (green bars) and 2060-2100 (orange bars) for each LENS member (#), the ensemble 




3.5   Summary and Discussion 
Using SST observations over the period 1920-2015 we find that the variance of the El 
Niño-like decadal variability in the Pacific basin has increased by ~30%, with a significant 
contribution from the North PMM. Combining available observations with a large ensemble 
of anthropogenic-forced model simulations (i.e., LENS), we offer evidence that the observed 
intensification in the PDV activity is consistent with anthropogenic-forced changes in the 
interaction between tropical and extratropical Pacific modes, namely ENSO and PMM. These 
mode interactions represent the core of a dynamical framework proposed by Di Lorenzo et 
al. [2015] to explain the nature of the PDV as a progression of Pacific modes (Figure 3.1). The 
statistical characterization of the mode progression in both observations and model outputs 
reveals a substantial intensification of the dynamics that energize the PDV (Figure 3.2). 
Specifically, ENSO and the PMM show a significant trend in variance (Figure 3.3c) that is 
accompanied in LENS by an increase in the coupling between the two modes (Figure 3.4b).  
A diagnostic of the LENS suggests that these changes are significantly linked to 
anthropogenic forcing, which amplifies the variance of the PMM in subtropical and tropical 
regions. This amplification is consistent with an intensification of the winds-evaporation-SST 
thermodynamic feedback (i.e., WES) in the region of the North PMM. The WES, which 
controls the growth rate of the PMM SSTa [e.g., Vimont, 2010], exhibits an exponential 
increase in amplitude because of the nonlinear relationship between SSTa and evaporation in 
a warming mean climate [Lindzen and Nigam, 1987; Gill, 1980]. The increase in PMM amplitude 
also leads to a small but significant increase in coupling between PMM and ENSO in the 
CESM-LENS, a result that is consistent with previous studies suggesting that the link between 
the North Pacific ENSO precursor patterns (e.g., PMM) and ENSO increases under enhanced 
greenhouse warming [e.g., Wang et al., 2013, 2014]. Although these results suggest an important 
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role of the PMM dynamics, there are mechanisms other than PMM that can energize the 
decadal variance of Pacific SSTs. For instance, Wang et al. [2013] linked the increase in the 
PDV to greenhouse-forced changes in the relationship between ENSO and western North 
Pacific SST anomalies. Furthermore, by means of modelling experiments, Zhou et al. [2014] 
found that regardless of changes in the amplitude and spatial pattern of ENSO, the projected 
warming in the ENSO region will result in an overall increase in variance of ENSO 
teleconnections and hence of the oceanic response in the extra-tropics.  
The analysis presented here provides support to the hypothesis that anthropogenic 
forcing may lead to an amplification of PDV through a strengthening of the PMM via the 
WES. However, the lack of a detectable trend in the WES parameter in the observational 
record does not allow for a clear attribution of the recent trends in PDV to anthropogenic 
forcing. According to the LENS, the trend in the WES begins to emerge in the period 2000-
2020. Moreover, the computation of the WES parameter involves higher order statistics of 
quantities such as latent heat and wind speed that are not well constrained in observation. 
While this is especially true for estimates before the satellite era, even remote sensing-based 
estimates present a substantial uncertainty, which in the case of the latent heat flux, may be on 
the order of 20% or larger [Jiang et al., 2004, and reference therein].   The ensemble mean 
statistics from the LENS are very clear in projecting an increase in WES as a response to a 
warmer mean state. We anticipate that an amplification of this feedback in the next one or two 
decades will be accompanied by an intensification in both PMM and ENSO activity. In this 
respect, it is plausible that the record-breaking PMM index recorded in spring 2015 
(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/timeseries/monthly/PMM/), followed by one of the 
strongest El Niño events ever recorded (winter 2016/2017) [e.g., Hu and Fedorov, 2017] 
represents a manifestation of this ongoing intensification. 
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3.6   Supporting Information 
ENSO Precursor and Successor Patterns 
The computation of the PROG index as the principal component of the seasonal 
anomalies of SST (e.g. DJF, MAM, SON, DJF+1) does not enforce causality in the transition 
from the ENSO precursors to the ENSO successor patterns (e.g. EOF maximizes variance). 
To test the degree to which the EOF analysis (e.g. PROG index) recovers the known ENSO 
precursors and successors we compare the EOF results against the patterns obtained from a 
lead/lag regression analysis of the Niño3.4 index against the monthly SSTa and wind 
anomalies from leads -12months to lags +12months (Figure S3.1). Given that ENSO peaks 
typically in winter, a lag=-12 month corresponds to the SSTa in the winter prior to the peak 
of ENSO (Figure S3.1). Likewise, the lag=+12 month reveals the anomalies in the winter after 
the peak of ENSO.  During the winter prior to ENSO (lag=-12 months) the regression 
exhibits a weak NPGO-like and PMM signature in the subtropics (i.e., SSTa in association 
with southwesterly wind anomaly) that intensifies during spring and summer (~lag=-10 and -
8). At lags -6 to 0 we see the development of the ENSO anomalies. Following the peak of 
ENSO ( lag=-2,0 and 2), there is a clear shift in the North Pacific from a NPGO-like pattern 
to a PDO-like pattern (lag=+2 ) associated with the ENSO teleconnections. The ENSO and 
PDO-type pattern then decay over lags +4 to +12. The progression of patterns in the lead/lag 
ENSO regression analysis is captured by the combined EOF analysis used to compute the 
PROG index (Figure 3.2). This provides confidence that the PROG index is a good indicator 
of the seasonal evolution of the ENSO precursor/successor patterns.  
To further test how important this pattern progression is in the observed SSTa 
seasonal variance, we developed a Monte Carlo test aimed at quantifying how much variance 
is captured by the PROG index in the absence of causality in the progression. Specifically, we 
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randomly re-order the sequences of each of the seasonal SSTa field (e.g. DJF, MAM, SON, 
DJF+1) that make up the vector used in the EOF calculation. This approach essentially 
removes any causality that may exist in the data. We then compute the EOF and quantify how 
much of the total variance is captures by the 1st principal component (e.g. the PROG index). 
We find (Figure S3.2) that none of the random permutation is able to capture more than 50% 
of the variance. The variance of the observed sequence captures 65%, which is outside any of 
the random permutations. We repeated this test by randomly permuting only the ENSO 
precursor field (DJF, MAM) and leaving SON and DJF+1 in the observed order. Although 
the explained variance increases the observed explained variance still lays outside any of the 
realizations. This gives us more confidence that the ENSO precursors patterns identified in 
DJF and MAM through the EOF of the observed sequence are dynamically linked to ENSO 




Figure S3.1.11 NOOA monthly mean SST anomaly (shading) and NCEP wind anomaly 
(vectors) regressed onto the Niño34 index at different lags for the period 1950-2015. Units 




Figure S3.2.12 Histogram of 200 realizations of the variance explained by the PROG index 
when the sequences of each of the seasonal SSTa field (e.g., DJF, MAM, SON, DJF+1) are 
randomly re-ordered. The vertical line in green shows the variance explained by the actual 





Figure S3.3.13 PMM-ENSO relationship. Cross-correlation function between monthly 
mean indices of ENSO and PMMsst in LENS. In (a) the function is computed for the whole 
period, while in (b) the first 60 years (1920-1960) are compared to latest 60 years (2040-2100). 
Solid line indicates the ENSm while the shading represent the inter-member spread defined 
as 1 STD from the ENSm. The ENSO index is leading for positive lags, therefore the PMM 
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Abstract 
North and South Pacific Meridional Modes (NPMM and SPMM) are known 
precursors of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Tropical Pacific decadal variability 
(TPDV). However, the relative importance of these precursors and the timescale on which 
they impact the tropics, remains unclear. Using a 30-member ensemble of the Community 
Earth System Model as the control climate, we generate two additional members where the 
NPMM and SPMM are selectively suppressed. We find that both meridional modes energize 
the tropical variance independently on different timescales. The absence of NPMM leads to a 
significant reduction of the tropical interannual variability (~35%), while the absence of the 
SPMM has no appreciable impact on ENSO but significantly reduces the TPDV (~30%). 
While the relative importance of the NPMM and SPMM may be model dependent, the 
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stochastic atmospheric variability in the extra-tropics that energizes the meridional modes 
emerges as a key source of TPDV. 
 
4.1   Introduction 
Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the equatorial Pacific associated with El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) exert significant control over the interannual variability of the 
basin climate [e.g., Alexander et al., 2002; Harrison and Larkin, 1998; McPhaden et al., 2006], which 
drives major societal and economic impacts [e.g., Adams et al., 1999; Berry and Okulicz-Kozaryn, 
2008; Cashin et al., 2017; Fisman et al., 2016]. To first order, ENSO can be thought of as a 
collection of modes that are amplified along the zonal equatorial plane by positive coupled 
feedbacks between the ocean and atmosphere [Bjerknes, 1969; Jin, 1997; Suarez and Schopf, 
1988].  To understand and predict ENSO it is necessary to study all those oceanic and 
atmospheric processes that act prior to its extreme manifestation — the ENSO precursor 
dynamics. While important ENSO precursors (e.g., westerly wind burst and Madden-Julian 
oscillations) act along the equator and rely on equatorial wave dynamics [Fedorov, 2002; Kessler 
and Kleeman, 2000; McPhaden, 1999; McPhaden and Yu, 1999; Zavala-Garay et al., 2005], 
extratropical precursors, such as North and South Pacific Meridional modes (NPMM,[Chiang 
and Vimont, 2004], and SPMM, [Zhang et al., 2014]), have also been found to be very effective 
in energizing both ENSO [Alexander et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2007; Larson and Kirtman, 2013; 
2014; Thomas and Vimont, 2016; You and Furtado, 2017; L Zhang et al., 2009a; L Zhang et al., 
2009b] and tropical Pacific decadal variability [TPDV; Di Lorenzo et al., 2015; Liguori and Di 
Lorenzo, 2018; H Zhang et al., 2014; Zhao and Di Lorenzo, 2018]. 
Using reanalysis datasets, the spatial signature of the extratropical dynamics affecting 
ENSO is revealed by performing a simple analysis where the first principal component (PC1) 
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of October-November-December (OND) mean SST anomalies (SSTa) in the equatorial 
Pacific [12°S-12°N] (i.e., ENSO index, Ei) is regressed onto preceding SST and sea level 
pressure anomalies (SLPa) of January-December-February (JFM) of the same year. In the 
subtropics, the SST precursor shows a clear signature of the NPMM and SPMM (Figure 4.1c) 
that is consistent with the extratropical SLP precursor (Figure 4.1a), which shows low-pressure 
centers driving a weakening of the off-equatorial trade winds.  This weakening of the trades is 
known to trigger several precursor dynamics, including the “seasonal foot-printing 
mechanism” (SFM) [Vimont et al., 2001; Vimont et al., 2003], the “trade wind charging” 
(TWC) mechanism [Anderson, 2003; Anderson et al., 2013], and excitation of  off-equatorial 
Rossby waves [Knutson and Manabe, 1998; Wang et al., 2003].  
In the northern hemisphere the atmospheric precursor pattern is characterized by the 
signature of the North Pacific Oscillation mode (NPO; [Linkin and Nigam, 2008; Rogers, 1981]), 
known to be the optimal forcing for the NPMM. Similarly, in the southern hemisphere the 
recently defined South Pacific Oscillation appears to be the optimal precursor of the SPMM 
[You and Furtado, 2017]. The importance of these extratropical patterns in driving the tropical 
Pacific variability can be quantified using time indices for the north and south precursor 
patterns (i.e., Ni and Si; Figure 4.1), which are obtained by projecting extratropical JFM 
anomalies onto the precursor patterns ([150°E-120°W, 12°N-50°N] for Ni and [160°E-75°W, 
12°S-50°S] for Si), to predict the OND ENSO index (i.e., Ei ). For both SST and SLP, an 
important fraction of the interannual ENSO variance (~38% and ~35%, respectively for SST 
and SLP) is predicted by linearly combining the contributions of Ni and Si time series (Figure 
4.1g and 4.1h) which, in the observational record, are found to be largely independent (R=0.17 
and R=0.13, for SST- and SLP-based indices, respectively; [Ding et al., 2015; Zhao and Di 
Lorenzo, 2018]).     
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Figure 4.1.14 Precursor patterns of ENSO. Regression map between the SST-based 
October-November-December (OND) ENSO index (i.e., Ei, see text for the definition) and 
(a) preceding January-December-February (JFM) mean SLPa, (c) preceding JFM mean SSTa, 
and (e) concurrent OND mean SSTa. Vectors indicate regression with wind components, 
observational datasets are from NOAA ERSST v3 (SST) and NCEP (SLP and wind 
components), the period analyzed is 1950-2005, and units are in [°C] and [Pa]. (b, d, and e) 
The same analysis done with LENS (ensemble mean). (g) Correlation coefficients between Ei 
and SST-based north and South Pacific precursors, Ni and Si, respectively (see text for 
definitions): correlation between (first row) Ni and Si, (second row) Ni and Ei, (third row) Si 
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Figure 1. Regression map between the SST-based OND ENSO index (i.e., Ei, see text for the definition) and (a) preceding JFM mean 
SLPa, (c) preceding JFM mean SSTa, and (e) concurrent OND mean SSTa. Vectors indicate regression with wind components, the 
observational datasets are from NOAA ERSST v3 (SST) and NC P (SLP and wind components), the period analyzed is 1950-2005, and 
units are in [°C] and [Pa]. (b,d, and e) The same analysis done with LENS (ensemble mean).  (g) Correlation coefficients between Ei and 
SST-based north and South Pacific precursors, Ni and Si, respectively (see text for definitions): correlation between (first row) Ni and Si, 
(second row) Ni and Ei, (third row) Si and Ei, and (forth row) Ei with the best linear model, Ri = αNi + βSi. The relative weight (in %) of Ni 
(%α, fifth row) and Si (%β, sixth row) in the lin r model is also shown. The correlation analysis i  do e for each LENS member (#1-30), 
the LENS ensemble mean (E), and the observational datasets (O). (h) as in (g) but for the SLP-based indices. The dash-lined boxes in (a) 
indicate the regions used to compute the projection indices Ni (upper box) and Si (lower box).  The red-colored (blue-colored) ellipse in (c) 
indicates the area where the SST is restored for the noNPMM (noSPMM) experiment.
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and Ei, and (forth row) Ei with the best linear model, Ri = αNi + βSi. The relative weight 
(in %) of Ni (%α, fifth row) and Si (%β, sixth row) in the linear model is also shown. The 
correlation analysis is done for each LENS member (#1-30), the LENS ensemble mean (E), 
and the observational datasets (O). (h) as in (g) but for the SLP-based indices. The dash-lined 
boxes in (a) indicate the regions used to compute the projection indices Ni (upper box) and Si 
(lower box).  The red-colored (blue-colored) ellipse in (c) indicates the area where the SST is 
restored for the noNPMM (noSPMM) experiment. 
 
Recent studies suggest that although independent, synergies between South and North 
Pacific precursors (e.g., NPMM and SPMM) may be important for amplifying the tropical 
variance [Ding et al., 2015; You and Furtado, 2017]. However, it remains unclear from these 
studies what the relative importance of these precursors is, on what frequency their influence 
on the tropics is more effective (i.e., interannual vs decadal timescales), and if destructive 
interference is also critical. While it is difficult to address these questions using exclusively 
observational analysis, experiments with coupled climate models can be designed to efficiently 
separate the contribution of ENSO precursor dynamics from the South and the North Pacific. 
Here we examine these dynamics in the Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large 
Ensemble (hereafter LENS) with a focus on the two dominant subtropical modes, the NPMM 
and SPMM, whose spatial signatures are highlighted by blue and red ellipses in the SST ENSO 
precursors shown in Figure 4.1c. In LENS, these precursor dynamics present a stronger than 
observed connection with ENSO that explain 64% and 50% of the ENSO variance, 
respectively for SST and SLP precursors (Figure 4.1g and 4.1h). However, given the large 
internal model variability, LENS can be considered consistent with the observations (Figure 
4.1a, 4.1c, and 4.1e). In addition to the LENS simulations, we perform two extra LENS-like 
simulations in which either the NPMM or the SPMM variability is suppressed. These 
additional experiments, which differ from any other LENS member only for a regional 
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restoring of SST, allow us to investigate the role and the relative importance of NPMM and 
SPMM in the tropical Pacific variability, and establish the significance of the changes against 
the CESM ensemble. Using observational datasets and model simulations, our goals are to 
(1) identify the role of  NPMM and SPMM precursors dynamics in the development of  
ENSO and (2) quantify the impact of  both precursors in the statistics of  the tropical 
Pacific variability from interannual to decadal timescale. 
 
4.2   Datasets and Methodology 
We use two SST data sets, the Met Office Hadley Centre SST, version 1.1 (HadISST 
v1.1) data set [Rayner et al., 2003] and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
Extended Reconstruction SST, version 3 (ERSST v3) product [Smith and Reynolds, 2005]. 
HadISST v1.1 (ERSST v3) consists of monthly mean values from 1870 (1854) to the present 
on a 1° x 1° (2° x 2°) horizontal grid globally. SLP and 10-m wind components, U and V, are 
taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for 
Atmospheric Research reanalysis product [Kistler et al., 2001] and consist of monthly mean 
values from 1950 to present on a 2.5° x 2.5° horizontal grid globally. Except for Figure 4.1, 
which uses observation from 1950 to 2005, we analyzed the period of record 1920–2005 to 
match the historical segment of LENS simulations.  
We analyze the first 30 members of the LENS for the period forced by historical 
greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations (i.e., radiative forcing) that span 1920-2005. The 
simulation uses CESM version 1, with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 
(CESM1-CAM5; [Hurrell et al., 2013]) at approximately 1° x 1° horizontal resolution in all 
model components. Throughout the manuscript, monthly mean anomalies are computed by 
removing the climatological seasonal cycle (i.e., long-term monthly mean of the record 
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analyzed) from detrended fields. While for the observational datasets, detrended fields are 
obtained by removing the linear trend at each grid point, in LENS, they are obtained by 
removing at each grid point the ensemble mean, which is assumed to be the signal associated 
with the historical radiative forcing.  
The NPMM (SPMM) pattern is obtained as leading maximum covariance analysis 
(MCA) of monthly mean SST and surface wind stress anomaly in the region [175°E-95°W, 0°-
32°N] ([165°W-95°W, 32°S-0°]) with ENSO removed by linear regression prior to the 
analysis. This calculation is similar to the one performed by Chiang and Vimont [2004] but 
computes the MCA on monthly mean value rather than on Spring anomalies, which introduces 
a preference on a specific season in the analysis. All the seasons in this manuscript are boreal 
seasons. The significance of the correlation coefficients throughout the study is estimated by 
computing empirical probability density functions (EPDFs) for the correlation coefficient of 
two red-noise time series which have the same lag-1 autoregressive coefficient of those 
estimated in the original signals. We assess the 99% significance levels using an EPDF 
obtained from 10,000 realizations of random red-noise time series. 
 
4.3   Coupling Experiment Design 
To investigate the role and relative importance of NPMM and SPMM in driving 
ENSO and TPDV, we extend the CESM ensemble (i.e., LENS) by adding two extra members 
in which either the NPMM or the SPMM variability is suppressed by restoring the SST (2 days 
restoring factor) to the monthly mean climatology only in the region where these modes are 
most active (see Figure S4.1 in the section Supporting information at the end of Chapter IV). 
Although this strong restoring removes any SST variability longer then few days, and not 
exclusively the ones linked with meridional mode dynamics, we assume that statistically 
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significant changes between the experiments and LENS are largely due to NPMM and SPMM 
dynamics. Hereafter we will refer to these experiments as noNPMM and noSPMM for 
suppressed NPMM and suppressed SPMM, respectively. The regions where these modes are 
most active, which do not include the tropical pacific band between [10°S-10°N], are identified 
by computing the LENS ensemble mean pattern of both NPMM and SPMM (Figure S4.1). 
These two extra members are highly comparable with LENS since they use same CESM code 
and configuration parameters, including numerical grids and radiative forcing. This is crucial 
given the very high internal variability that characterizes the model (e.g., Figure 4.1g and 4.1h) 
and presumably nature. Without a robust null hypothesis for the Pacific climate variability, as 
the one provided by LENS, it would not be possible to evaluate and assess the significance of 
the changes in the statistics of the Pacific climate driven by the suppression of the meridional 
modes variability.  
 
4.4   Impacts of North and South Pacific Meridional mode on ENSO 
The impacts of NPMM and SPMM on ENSO is assessed by comparing noNPMM 
and noSPMM experiments with LENS. Except in the region where the SST restoring is 
applied, ENSO precursor patterns of the noSPMM experiment are largely unchanged. Both 
SLP and SST during the preceding JFM season are substantially similar to the ones of LENS. 
In the North Pacific, the NPO-like pattern emerges in the SLP (Figure 4.2b) and an NPGO-
like pattern in the SST (Figure 4.2d). Major changes are instead visible in the precursor patterns 
for the noNPMM experiment. Specifically, the SLP precursor lacks the characteristic NPO-
like pattern and the North Pacific is instead characterized by an Aleutian Low-like pattern.  
Even more remarkable are the changes in the SST precursor: while in both LENS and 
noSPMM the equator band presents an east-west dipole structure, in noNPMM this is replaced 
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by a positive anomaly that extend across the whole basin. This remarkable change in ENSO 
precursors results in a significant reduction of ENSO activity during the succeeding OND 
season (Figure 4.2e).  
 
Figure 4.2.15 Precursor patterns of ENSO in the CESM experiments. Same as Figure 4.1 
but for the experiments (a, c, and e) noNPMM and (b, d, and f) noSPMM. 
 
To further explore the changes in tropical Pacific variance, we examine the first three 
empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) of the SST in the tropics [120°E-70°W, 25S°-25°N], 
which in LENS track ENSO, the NPMM and the SPMM, respectively for the first, the second, 
and the third mode (Figure 4.3a-c). While this simple classification may appear as an over 
simplification, it is confirmed by the modal decomposition of noNPMM and noSPMM 
experiments (Figure 4.3d-i). Specifically, the suppression of the NPMM variability results in a 
second mode (Figure 4.3e) which closely resembles the third mode of LENS (Figure 4.3c). 




































Figure 2. Precursor patterns of ENSO in the CESM experiments. Same as Figure 1 but for 
the experiments (a, c, and e) noNPMM and (b, d, and f) noSPMM.
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the first two leading modes mostly unchanged, which is analogous to LENS-EOF1 and 
LENS-EOF2. Although this three-mode framework explains well the equatorial variability in 
the CESM simulations (i.e., LENS, noNPMM, and noSPMM), its third mode, which 
represents the SPMM, differs substantially from the one computed using an observational 
product such as the HadISST (Figure 4.3j, 4.3k, and 4.3l). Moreover, using the North’s rule 
(North et al. 1982) we find that the third and the second mode in HadISST are not completely 
separated, which makes the mode-by-mode comparison difficult between model and 
observation. The first mode, ENSO, is similar in both observation and CESM simulations. 
Nevertheless, the simulations all present a bias in the extension of the equatorial anomaly, 
which extends too far east (Figure 4.3a, 4.3d, and 4.3g).  
 
Figure 4.3.16 First three leading modes of tropical Pacific SSTa in (a-c) LENS, (d-f) 
noNPMM, (g-i) noSPMM, and (j-l) HadISST v1.1. The numbers in the lower-left corner of 











































Figure 3. First three leading modes of tropical Pacific SSTa in (a-c) LENS, (d-f) noNPMM, 
(g-i) noSPMM, and (j-l) HadISST v1.1. Numbers in he lower-left corner indicate the amount 
of explained variance and units are in [°C]. 
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The impacts of NPMM and SPMM on the equatorial SSTa spectrum is examined 
through the standard deviation (SD) of the monthly mean SSTa along the equatorial line 
(Figure 4.4a). When the NPMM is suppressed (i.e., noNPMM) there is a substantial reduction 
of tropical variance compared with LENS in the SD at all longitudes. This reduction, which 
for most latitudes (i.e., [170°W-110°W]) amounts to -35%, is highly statistically significant 
because all LENS members exhibit substantially higher values for the SD. However, it must 
be noted that LENS, and more generally this CESM version (i.e., version 1.1), presents a clear 
positive bias in the variance of the equatorial Pacific. When compared to LENS, the noSPMM 
experiment does not show any significant differences in SST SD along equator (Figure 4.4a). 
However, separating the SST variability in an interannual (<8 year) and a decadal (>8 year) 
component suggests a more complex situation (Figure 4.4b and 4.4c). While suppression of 
the SPMM (i.e., noSPMM) does not impact the interannual tropical variance, it leads to a 
significant reduction in the decadal-scale variability. In contrast, the suppression of the NPMM 
(i.e., noNPMM) reduces significantly the interannual variability (Figure 4b) but not the decadal 
variability (Figure 4.4c). For a view of the El Niño cycle in both experiments and LENS see 
the Figure S4.2 in the section Supporting information at the end of Chapter IV.   
 
4.5   Impacts of North and South Pacific Meridional mode on Tropical 
Pacific Decadal Variability (TPDV) 
The reduction of the decadal-scale equatorial variance in the noSPMM experiment 
(Figure 4.4c) is confirmed by the power spectrum of the Niño3.4 index (Figure 4.4d), which 
shows a sharp decrease in the power for periods longer than about 4 years. Such a sharp 
decrease in low-frequency energy is not as clear in the power spectrum of the noNPMM 
experiment, which presents instead a broad-spectrum weakening including a strong 
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suppression of the ENSO band (3-7 years) (Figure 4.4c; see also the normalized power 
spectrum of Figure S4.3 in the section Supporting information at the end of Chapter IV). To 
further characterize the role of meridional mode dynamics on the TPDV, we looked at the 
basin signature of the TPDV in both experiments and LENS. After applying an 8-year low-
pass filter to the SSTa, we perform an EOF decomposition in the tropical Pacific sector that 
is not affected by the restoring ([10°S–10°N]) to extract the decadal-scale climate signal.  
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Figure 4.4.17(a) Standard deviation in [°C], SD, of the monthly mean SSTa along the 
equatorial line (i.e., latitudinally averaged between 3°S-3°N) for each LENS members (grey), 
LENS ensemble mean (green), noNPMM (red), noSPMM (blue), and HadISST v1.1 (black). 
(b-c) As in (a) but for interannual (i.e., 8-year high-passed) and decadal (i.e., 8-year low-passed) 
SSTa. (d) Power spectrum in [°C2] of Niño 3.4 index for LENS ensemble mean (green; 
shading indicates 1 SD spread envelope), noNPMM (red), noSPMM (blue), HadISST v1.1 
(black). (e, h and k) LENS 8-year low-passed SSTa regressed upon (e) the tropical Pacific 









TROPICAL PACIFIC DECADAL VARIABILITY    
Figure 4. (a) Standard deviation in [°C], SD, of the monthly mean SSTa along the equatorial line (i.e., latitudinally-averaged 
between 3°S-3°N) for each LENS members (grey), LENS ensemble mean (green), noNPMM (red), noSPMM (blue), and 
HadISST v1.1 (black). (b-c) As in (a) but for interannual (i.e., 8-year high-passed) and decadal (i.e., 8-year low-passed) 
SSTa. (d) P wer spectrum in [°C2] of Niño 3.4 ind x for LENS ensemble mean (green; shading indicates 1 SD spread 
envelope), noNPMM (red), noSPMM (blue), HadISST v1.1 (black). (e,h and k) LENS 8-year low-passed SSTa regressed 
upon (e) the tropical Pacific decadal variability index (i.e., PC1 of 8-year low-passed SSTa over [10°S-10°N]), (h) the 
northeasterly trade winds strength index (i.e., monthly mean wind speed averaged over [150°W-120°W, 15°N-25°N]), and (k) 
the southeasterly trade winds strength index (i.e., monthly mean wind speed averaged over [110°W-80°W, 25°S-15°S]).  The 
same analysis is repeated for (f,i and l) noNPMM and (g,j, and m) noSPMM experiments.
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northeasterly trade winds strength index (i.e., 8-year low-passed wind speed averaged over 
[150°W-120°W, 15°N-25°N]), and (k) the southeasterly trade winds strength index (i.e., 8-year 
low-passed wind speed averaged over [110°W-80°W, 25°S-15°S]).  The same analysis is 
repeated for (f, i, and l) noNPMM and (g, j, and m) noSPMM experiments.   
 
The first EOF mode, which represent the TPDV, explains most of the low-frequency 
variance (85%, 90% and 73%, in LENS, noNPMM and noSPMM, respectively) and is 
statistically distinct from higher-order modes [North et al., 1982]. Excluding the region where 
the SST restoring is applied, the spatial signature of the TPDV that is obtained by regressing 
the PC1 onto the monthly SSTa over the entire Pacific basin reveals the characteristic 
equatorially symmetric pattern of ENSO-like decadal variability [Zhang et al., 1997] in both 
LENS and noNPMM (Figure 4e and 4f), but not in the noSPMM (Figure 4g), which present 
substantially weaker anomalies in the tropics and important spatial differences in the southern 
hemisphere. Excluding the region where the SST restoring is applied, the spatial signature of 
the TPDV in LENS and noNPMM are similar in both hemispheres while the one of noSPMM 
differs substantially in the southern hemisphere. Specifically, the noSPMM lacks the negative 
anomaly pole centered at about [35°S,110°W], the positive anomaly near eastern side of the 
Australian continent, and the positive anomaly band in the extratropics that extends 
longitudinally from 140°W to the South America coastline.  
 
4.6   Summary and Discussion of Mechanisms 
Using observational data for SST and SLP over the period 1950-2005, we show that a 
significant fraction (~37% for SST and ~35% for SLP) of the late-fall (i.e., OND) interannual 
variability in the tropical Pacific, which is largely dominated by ENSO, can be explained by 
the state of the atmosphere (i.e., SLP) and ocean (i.e., SST) in the extratropics 9-month prior 
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(i.e., JFM mean; Figure 4.1g and 4.1h). Although these prior SST and SLP conditions (i.e., 
ENSO precursors) are characterized by the signature of both the NPMM in the north and the 
SPMM in south (Figure 4.1a and 4.1c), the contribution of each meridional mode to the 
tropical Pacific variability differs substantially. Experiments with the CESM model reveals that 
the SPMM does not have a significant impact on the interannual statistics of the tropical 
Pacific while the NPMM plays a key role in initiating ENSO. Moreover, in CESM most of the 
tropical Pacific variability (~65%) is explained by the first three leading EOF modes, which 
generally track ENSO, the NPMM, and the SPMM, respectively. While the SPMM has a weak 
influence on ENSO and explains only ~6% of the TPV, it plays a key role in the decadal 
statistics of the tropical Pacific. This finding provides an alternative hypothesis for the 
generation of TPDV, which previous studies have ascribed to residual variability of ENSO 
[e.g., Vimont, 2005] or to local coupled ocean-atmosphere dynamics in the tropical and North 
Pacific region [Liu et al., 2002]. Further support for the idea that ENSO dynamics is not the 
primary source of TPDV is revealed by the experiment where the NPMM is suppressed, which 
leads to weaker ENSO but no significant decrease in the TPDV.  
These results confirm a more recent view proposed by Okumura [2013] and consistent 
with observational analyses [Deser et al., 2004; Garreaud and Battisti, 1999; Zhao and Di Lorenzo, 
2018] and modeling studies [Clement et al., 2011; Matei et al., 2008] in which the TPDV is tightly 
linked to the South Pacific. Specifically, Okumura [2013] proposed that the latitudinal 
asymmetry of the central and eastern tropical Pacific climate, with the intertropical 
convergence zone displaced north of the equator during most of the year, allows the 
extratropical atmospheric variability to drive SST changes in the southeast equatorial Pacific 
by modulating the intensity of the southeasterly trade winds. This important role of the 
southeasterly trade winds in the TPDV is somewhat evident in LENS. Regression maps of 8-
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year low-passed SSTa with indices of  the northeasterly and southeasterly trade winds strength 
(NTWSi and STWSi) (Figure 4.4) reveal that the STWSi presents a larger signal in the Tropics 
that resemble more closely the TPDV pattern (Figure 4.4e). Repeating this analysis for 
noNPMM and noSPMM experiments confirms LENS results and suggests a negligible 
constructive interference between south and north precursors (Figure 4.4i, 4.4j, 4.4l, and 
4.4m). Specifically, the suppression of the SST variability in the NPMM region results in 
southeasterly trade winds with a TPDV signature similar in shape and size of the anomaly to 
the ones in LENS (compare Figure 4.4k and 4.4l), suggesting a dominant and independent 
role of the south precursor in the TPDV. Although the noNPMM and noSPMM experiments 
helped revealing important characteristics of the two main extratropical ENSO precursors, 
the possibility that some results may be model-dependent requires further confirmation in 
other climate models.  
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Figure S1. Experiment design. To suppress the NPMM and SPMM variability (i.e., noNPMM and 
noSPMM experiments, respectively), we restore the SST (2 days restoring factor) to the monthly mean 
climatology of LENS ensemble mean in the region where these modes are most active (blue and red 
shading ellipses, for noNPMM and noSPMM, respectively), which overlaps the normalized NPMM and 
SPMM patterns indicated by the contours in the blue and red rectangles, respectively (see Datasets 
and Methodology for detail on how the modes are computed). To blue ellipse is slightly larger than the 
red ellipse to ensure a similar extension of the SST-restored area in both experiments. The Blue and 
red rectangles indicate the region used for the calculation of the NPMM and SPMM, respectively. To 
avoid abrupt changes in the SST field, a buffer zone, in which the climatology combines with model 
values, is used within 3° of the restoring ellipse.        
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Figure S4.1.18Experiment design.  To suppress the NPMM and SPMM variability (i.e., 
noNPMM and noSPMM experiments, respectively), we restore the SST (2 days restoring 
factor) to the monthly mean climatology of LENS ensemble mean in the region where these 
modes are most active (blue and red shading ellipses, for noNPMM and noSPMM, 
respectively), which overlaps the normalized NPMM and SPMM patterns indicated by the 
contours in the blue and red rectangles, respectively (see Datasets and Methodology for detail 
on how the modes are computed). To blue ellipse is slightly larger than the red ellipse to ensure 
a similar extension of the SST-restored area in both experiments. The Blue and red rectangles 
indicate the region used for the calculation of the NPMM and SPMM, respectively. To avoid 
abrupt changes in the SST field, a buffer zone, in which the climatology combines with model 
values, is used within 3° of the restoring ellipse. 
 
 
Figure S4.2.19 El Niño cycle. Composite anomalies of monthly mean SST for strong El 
Niño events during the period 1920-2005 (i.e., cold tongue index (CTI) > 2°C) in LENS 
(ensemble mean), noNPMM, and noSPMM. Progression of anomalies from 7 months before 
(-7) to 8 months after (+8) the CTI peak (0).  The suppression of the SPMM variability does 
not impact substantially the progression of El Niño anomalies. In both LENS and noSPMM 
the progression appears to originate from warm anomalies in the western/central equatorial 
Pacific and evolve from west to east. It ends with cold anomalies in the eastern equatorial 
Pacific (i.e., La Niña conditions). Significant changes are instead visible when the NPMM 
variability is suppressed. In noNPMM the progression presents significantly weaker anomalies, 
Figure S2. El Niño cycle. Composite anomalies of monthly mean SST for strong El Niño events during 
the period 1920-2005 (i.e., cold tongue index (CTI) > 2°C) in LENS (ensemble mean), noNPMM, and 
noSPMM. Progression of anomalies from 7 months before (-7) to 8 months after (+8) the CTI peak (0). 
The suppression of the SPMM variability does not impact substantially the progression of El Niño 
anomalies. In both LENS and noSPMM the progression appears to originate from warm anomalies in the 
western/central equatorial Pacific and evolve from west to east. It ends with cold anomalies in the eastern 
equatorial Pacific (i.e., La Niña conditions). Significant changes are instead visible when the NPMM 
variability is suppressed. In noNPMM the progression presents significantly weaker anomalies, it appears 
to or ginate from warm anomalies in the eastern equatorial Pacific and evolve from east to west. it ends 
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it appears to originate from warm anomalies in the eastern equatorial Pacific and evolve from 




Figure S4.3.20Normalized power spectrum of Niño 3.4 index for LENS ensemble mean 
(green; shading indicates 1 SD spread envelope), noNPMM (red), noSPMM (blue), HadISST 


























Figure S3. Normalized power spectrum of Niño 3.4 index for LENS ensemble mean (green; 
shading indicates 1 SD spread envelope), noNPMM (red), noSPMM (blue), HadISST v1.1 (black). 
The period analyzed is 1920-2005. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1   Concluding Remarks 
A large part of this dissertation is based on the novel idea that interaction and exchange 
dynamics between the extra-tropics and the tropics are a key source of the multi-year climate 
memory that supports the basin-scale expressions of the ENSO-like tropical Pacific decadal 
variability (Chapter II). In the extra-tropics, stochastic atmospheric forcing that activate 
ENSO precursor dynamics such as NPMM energize ENSO (blue path of Figure 5.1), and its 
teleconnection back to the extra-tropics (red path of Figure 5.1). The seasonal sequence from 
ENSO precursors, to ENSO peak, to ENSO teleconnections (with decay in the extra-tropics) 
provides a mechanism to integrate the short-memory, seasonally-varying, stochastic forcing 
from both the extra-tropics and tropics into Pacific decadal-scale variance. We referred to this 
process in Chapter II as the “reddening” of Pacific climate.  
In this PDV framework outlined in Figure 5.1, the extra-tropical modes of Pacific 
decadal variability (e.g., PDO, NPGO) are connected and capture different phases of this 
TPDV reddening. Specifically, the modes of North Pacific decadal variability are the result of 
a collection of processes that involve the integration of different atmospheric forcing both 
internal (i.e., stochastic forcing such as the NPO) and external to the extra-tropics (e.g. 
teleconnections from tropics and other oceanic basins). The integration of these forcing is 
enabled by the memory dynamics of the ocean-atmosphere system associated with 
tropical/extra-tropical winter (boreal) to winter coupling but also with reemergence processes 
[Alexander and Deser, 1995] and westward propagating Rossby waves [Qiu, 2003; 2007; Ceballos, 
Di Lorenzo et al. 2009; Perkins and Holbrook, 2001]. Although the schematic of Figure 5.1 
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represents the teleconnections and processes as deterministic, the links between tropics/extra-
tropics and the climate modes are affected by internal noise of the climate system, which can 
override these teleconnections at any time during an event (e.g., ENSO precursor, ENSO, and 
ENSO teleconnections events). Furthermore, the strength and types of coupled 
ocean/atmosphere feedbacks that are activated by the stochastic forcing play a key role in the 
magnitude and spatial distribution of the decadal variance over the Pacific basin. 
 
 
Figure 5.1.21 Schematic of observational-based hypothesis of PDV processes and 
teleconnections 
This interpretative framework proved for be useful for exploring how the PDV has 
changed in the observational record, and how PDV is expected to change according to the 
Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large Ensemble (LENS) under the RCP8.5 
radiative forcing scenario (Chapter III). Using a seasonally-spatially stratified EOF analysis to 
capture the PDV mechanisms, we found that the variance of the PDV increases in both 
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intensification of the ocean-atmosphere thermodynamical coupling associated with the WES 
feedback, which is dependent on the mean background state (i.e., warming of SST generates 




Figure 5.2.22 Schematic of changes in the PDV dynamics under anthropogenic forcing 
(RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenario) in the Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large 
Ensemble (LENS). 
 
In Chapter IV, inspired by recent studies suggesting an important role of the SPMM 
in the Pacific climate variability [e.g., Zhang et al., 2014; Okumura, 2013; You and Furtado, 2017], 
we investigate the relative importance of the NPMM and South PMM (SPMM) in ENSO and 
TPDV by performing “surgical” experiments with the CESM model in which NPMM and 
SPMM are selectively suppressed. We find that the absence of NPMM leads to a significant 
































ENSO but significantly reduces the TPDV (~30%). The NPMM and SPMM modes impact 




Figure 5.3.23 Schematic of North and South Pacific Meridional Modes (NPMM and SPMM) 
contributions to ENSO and TPVD as inferred from idealized simulations performed with the 
CESM version 1.1. 
 
5.2   Future Research 
The research presented in this dissertation significantly improved our understanding 
of the mechanisms responsible for the Pacific climate variability. However, our findings on 
























NPMM and SPMM to ENSO and TPDV, were based on the analysis of a single-model 
ensemble and might show model dependences. Therefore, it is important to validate these 
findings in other Earth System Models (ESMs) large ensemble simulations, such as the ones 
recently produced by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory and the Max-Planck 
Institute of Meteorology. Given the significance of internal variability shown in LENS (e.g., 
Figure 3.4b and Figure 4.1g-h), ESM large ensemble simulations are a requirement for robust 
projections of the impacts of anthropogenic climate change with a given model.   
Given that the PDV framework has proved a powerful tool to diagnose PDV 
mechanisms in both observational datasets and models, we envisage a great benefit for the 
climate science community in analyzing simulations from the Coupled Model Intercomparison 
Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) models under both 20th century and projected future conditions. 
Specifically, a comprehensive analysis of the mechanisms energizing PDV and ENSO using 
the PDV framework would allow us to assess the ability of CMIP6 models in reproducing 
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